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THE PETSICALLT Hm)ICAPPia)
CHILD IT MASSACHUSSTTS
General Introduction
A. The Reason for Selecting This S-abject.
It has been the earnest and sincere struggle of the author of this
thesis, ever since he has become Interested In the education of the deaf
and the blind In India, to focus his attention not only upon the problem
of the deaf and the blind, but pfaQrslcally handicapped children as a whole.
In choosing the subject, "The Physically Handicapped Child In Massachu-
setts," this paper Is designed, specifically, to devote attention only to
the three major physical handicaps among children, which are: deafness,
blindness, and deformity. In attempting to deal with these three In one
paper, the author is not i^orant of the fact that each of these three
belong distinctively in a field of its own, and does not strive to nrove
that they belong to one.
The author, however, after ST)ending a little less than four years In
this field, not merely as a student but as a teacher both in India and In
the United States, realizes the need of combining these three handicaps
into one paper for three main reasons.
The work among the deaf, the blind, and the crippled is conducted
primarily and almost exclusively with little or no understanding of re-
lated problems. As far as the author's inquiry upon the subject can dis-
cover, there are no evidences to show that either the special schools or
the public organizations that are working for the education and welfare
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of these handicapped children have a comparative knowledge of one another.
Tor instftnce, there are a number of pupils admitted to Clarke School for
the Deaf at Kbrthampton, Massachusetts, who are foiand partially "blind or
with marked deficiency ill their ^esi^t in some cases and crippleness In
other cases. These handicaps, however, are known to be additional to
their major ones. The same thing is found in Perkins Institute for the
j
Blind at Watertown and the Crlpoled School in Boston. In the anther's be-
|
lief, some knowledge of these three handicaps would be of great value to
the teachers of special schools.
In the second place, it was the author's feeling that reasoned in his
|
thoughts while he was taking couirses at the school of social work, that
such a combined study of •ohyslcally handicapped children mi^t be of some
I
service to the social work department. Ibr there is a greater majority of
|
children found handicapped among poorer classes and in the slum districts
where social workers are promoting their programs. A preliminary know-
ledge of this subject would not only help the social workers to recognize
physical handicaps of children, but It would also be of some service to
them as a guide in placing such handicapped children, as early as possl-
|
ble, in an educational institution, where they will receive oroper care.
|
I
I
Early education of such children is very Important, for if they are not
given eea>ly attention, they are liable to become a problem to society.
Finally, this paper will be of great value to the author to take
back with him to his country, India, for his own future use. In India,
practically nothing has been done, in any official way, along this line
of work, and it Is impossible to obtadn any information on this subject,
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Therefore, the author, with the consent of his major professor. Dr.
Zahnlser, has undertaken to write on this subject.
B» A General Historical Background
On healing the story of those who sit In dunib silence. In darkness,
and in crippled condition, of the lot which they endure "because of their
handicaps, and of the things which they have overcome, a sigh cf corapas-
I sion has arisen to many a lip and a tear of sympathy to ma^y an eye. That
the manifestation of pity for the state of their dumbness, deafness,
blindness, and crlppleness should so widely be evoked in the breasts of
their fellow creatures Is a loving tribute to the great heart of humanity.
The thick gloom in which these handicapped have dwelt and are still dwell-
ing in many countries, with the loss of sight, speech, hearing, use of
arms and legs, is, at first, like that of one burled alive. They were
condemned to dwell in physical. Intellectual and mental darkness and to
experience a living death.
When we closely study and think for a moment of the history of the
past, we come to realize the miserable condition of the physically and
mentally handicapped people. Judaism, the oldest religion, held that the
handicapped were so bom of misery because of the sins of their parents.
The God of Israel was "visiting the iniquity of the fathers upon the chil-
dren unto the third and fourth generation of them that hate him. In the
ll^t of Hinduism, somewhat similar lde« existed, that if is "K&rma, " that
they were so bom Into such miserable afflictions because of the wicked
deeds and sins of their previous birth. The sufferers of the present
(l) Deut.5:9
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birth have nothing to do with It for It Is unchangeahle "Fate.'* Althoia^
Buddhism has given some pronotmced thou^t on the matter of suffering and
sorrow In moral "beings and made some provision for their well-being, yet
it does not give an ultimate solution or positive reconciliation of the
condition of the defectives. It concludes everything vaguely Into "Maya",
the unknowable, which means beyond our human understanding.^ ' We have
no definite records or none of much worth, in Judeo-Christian history, be-
fore or after the birth of Christ, concerning the treatments of handicapped
people.
The Greeks and the Bomans took their defective babies into the forest
or upon the mountain side and left them to die of cold and hanger or to
be eaten by the wild beasts. (^) "The Spartan law consigned them to the
great pit in Taygetus, into which the deformed were cast as useless to the
state. The Athenians treated them no better, for they were without pity
put to death without a single voice being raised against the monstrous
(4)deed." In the middle ages, persons who could not see or hear were
classed as lunatics or idiots. They were feared, simnned, and mistreated.
Their misfortune was frequently thought to be punishment for sin and some
believed them possessed with devils.^ But Christ said, "ITelther this
man sinned nor his parents, but that the works of God should be manifest
in him."^®^
The problem of handicaps was considered in those days a great dis-
(iJ) Doralswamy, Chlnnlah: "Why These Handicapped?", Zlon's Herald, Dec.lii,
1954; p. 1195
(a) Best, Harry: The Blindness and the Blind in the United States,
(4) Arnold, Thomas: Education of the Deaf Mutes; p.l.
(5) Doralswamy, Chlnnlah: The Dark-Silent World; p.l.
(6) John 9:d
eot^
grace and a calamity to the families in which they were fonnd. They were
often concealed or isolated from the public eye* To a certain extent,
this attitude still remains unchanged in many countries. However, there
is a great change in the attitude toward and the treatment of these peo-
ple. Christ made the deaf to hear, the dxmb to speak, the blind to see,
and the cripples to walk. St. Mark gives us the history of his first
miracle of this ox^er.^'''^ But in the present world there are no Bartl-
maeuses sitting by the wayside watching for Jesus to pass by, no blind,
deaf or crippled sitting near the pool of Siloam for stirring of water by
angels. What Jesus said, that the works of God should be manifested in
them, is coming to be true. The dawn and the attitude of modem science
has made it possible for many of these afflicted people to achieve great
eminence in this world and has permitted others to enjoy a normal life*
When we realize the ways and the means through which oTir modem sciences
have become so enriched, the existence of the physically handicapped is no
longer a bxirden to society but a great profit. The twentieth century is,
however, very favorable for our less fortunate brethren as constructive
programs are now in operation for their welfare.
!
(7) Mark 7*,dCh^7
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PAST I,
Ihe Deaf
I, The First School In Maasacbusetts and Its Historical Connection
It Is not out of place to mention here the origin of the education of
the deaf In the world at large, and how the Idea entered the United States
of America and Massachusetts. As I hare pointed out In the general Intro'-
duct Ion, In older times the presence of a deaf-mate In the conmunlty was
concealed on the assumption that the handicaps were sent "by gods for the
crimes of the parents which were a disgrace and shame to the family,
mold In his book speaks of several Individual attempts to teach the deaf
in various sections of Saropean countries, such as Denmark, Pavla, Ghreece,
Spain, England, Switzerland, Gtermany and Prance.CD Bat these attempts
were neither popular nor were they recognized by the countries as a part
of their educational scheme.
The commencement of the real education of the deaf was by Charles
Michel de»Lepee of France, In the year 1755, when de'Lepee unexpectedly
came across two deaf-mute sisters who were left destitute, he then and
there decided to take the good father's place. At last he had found a
school for the poor deaf In Farls In 1760. His school was the first of
its kind In the whole world.^*^^ After the Inception of the first school
in France, the Idea of educating the deaf spread far and wide In ail parts
of the world.
Thomas Hopkins Oallaudet, a young man preparing for the ministry, met
(l) Arnold, Thomas: Education of the Deaf-mates; pp. 1-75
{a) Arnold, Thomas: Education of the Deaf-mates; p.77
r!
i
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sometlme In 18l;5, Alice Cogswell, a deaf daughter of Dr. Cogswell in Hart-
ford. He tecame very much Interested In Alice and devoted sone of his
time Instructing; her. As a result of this. Dr. Cogswell was led to con-
alder the practlcahllity of establishing a school for the deaf In Hartford,
Connecticut. A committee was formed for the purpose of raising funds to
defray the expenses of sending a suitable person to Europe to acquire the
art of teaching the deaf. Dr. Grallaudet was persuaded to go to England to
Btudy the method employed there. Because of the narrow monopolizing
spirit of Dr. Watson and others at the London school for the deaf, Dr«
Gallaudet proceeded to Paris to the Abbe Sicard, principal of the school
for the deaf in that city. Abbe Sicard not only afforded him every facil-
ity for acquiring the art, but he also sent one of his celebrated pupils,
Lawrence Clerc to America to assist Dr. Gallaudet. Upon returning to
America, they started the pioneer school for the deaf and domb located at
Hartford, Connecticut.
In the year 1864, Hon. Gardiner Greene Hubbard, a resident of Cam-
bridge, Massachusetts, and the father of a littie deaf girl, appealed to
the Legislature for support in establishing in Massachusetts a school for
young deaf children, but the attempt failed, Mr. Hubbexd was very much
interested in having his dau^ter taught to speak rather than learn sign
language which was taught at Hartford. He, therefore, assisted Miss Harriet
B. Rogers, who had already undertaken the instruction of speedi of a little
deaf girl, to open a school in June 1866, with an enrollment of five pupils
at Chelmsford, Massachusetts. (4) Before the end of the year, the result of
(^) Wheeler, Frank: The History of the Education of the First School for
/.N Deaf. U.S.A. Pp. 7-10(4) Ffftleth Annual Report of Clarke School for the Deaf; p]^«44
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(i
teaching speech and lip-reading to the deaf "became "unquestionahly remarka-
"ble. The pupils of the little Chelmsford school were repeatedly ta3cen to
Boston to demonstrate hefore the members of the legislature for the purpose
(5)
of gaining legislation favorable to starting a school in Massachusetts,
In the year 1867, "Governor Bullock in his message in January urged the ex-
pediency of establishing a school for the deaf in Maesachusetts," At this
time, Mr. John Clarke of Northampton, Massachusetts, offered $50,000 to
start such a school in the state. After careftU. consideration, a bill was
passed to establish an oral school for deaf children at Northampton in July
15, 1867.^^^ It was in this manner that the first oral school was started
in the State of Massachusetts which was also known as the pioneer school in
the Ibiion for the teaching of the deaf to speak and to read lips*
(55 Fiftieth Annual Report of Clarke School for the Deaf; p,46
(6) Ibid; p.46
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II, Deafness and Its Definition
Dr, Harr7 Best In his "book concerning the deaf, their position In
society and the provision for their education In the United States, de-
rives the following definition from the Bassell Sage ^undation*s prelimin-
ary study about the deaf in 1914:
"By the 'deaf,' in the present study (1914) is meant that element
of the population in which the sense of hearing is either wholly
absent or is so sll^t as to be of no practical value; or in which
there is inability to hear and understand spoken language; or in
which there exists no real sound perception. •.«.with such deaf-
ness there Is not infrctjuently associated an inability to speak, or
to use vocal language. These people are known as the deaf and dumb
or deaf-mates or mutes,
Farther Dr. Best asserts that deafness and dumbness are physically two
different things and thas^plalns: "Ihere is no anatomical connection be-
tween the organs of hearing and those of speech; and the structure and
functioning of each are such as to preclude any direct pathological rela-
tion. The number of the so-called deaf and dumb, moreover, who are really
dunib, is very small— so small actually as to be negligible. ,.(8)
In examining deafness, it is a popular understanding among the workers
that there are no sharp dividing lines between the different degrees of
deafness. Becatise it varies from almost the smallest fraction or degree of
lack of hearing to a total loss. In general, all who are spoken of as
deaf and dumb have organs of speech that are constructively perfect as
those of normal people. Dumbness as such is the natural consequence of
deafness. Those who have been deaf from their birth and those who have
lost the sense of hearing in their early childhood are unable to hear and
imitate the human speech. They do not know how to use their organs of
(7) Best, Harry: Ihe Deaf, Their Position in Society; p,o
(8) Th±A', p.4
.of J«ft o'" ?.'
•il
speech and they, therefore, remain dumb.
In the British Isles in the year 189;5, a royal commission was ap-
pointed to inoaive into the general question of the eeucation of the hlind
and deaf. After a thorough investigation, they recommended that all deaf
should be tau^t "by oral method and that the class should "be spoken of as
deaf and not as deaf-mutes or deaf and dumb. This idea, after a oansidera-
hle amount of examination and discussion, became universally accepted and
the names of these schools were changes to the "Schools for the Deaf" in-
stead of "Deaf and Damb Schools." The school at Northampton, Massachusetts,
also changed the name of "The Clarke Institution for Deaf Mute* to "The
19)
Clarke School for the Deaf."^ '
In conclusion, it seems evident that there are many different types of
deafness according to the recent study made in the Besearch Department of
Clarke School, Northampton. A comprehensive series of audiometric tests
with 2-A audiometer (an instrument which measures the degree of the sense
of hearing) experimentation among the deaf children for the last two years
reveals no conclusive result upon the matter.
I
(9) ^^fit^l^h^g^^ Reygff^^yl^jhe Clarlc School for the Deaf, Nor thanqoton.
ii.
t
ii
I
I
«
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III General Causes and PreTention of Deafness
Best, in his book, classifies the causes of deafness into two main
fields: one as the Adventitious, and the other, as Congenital. ''We may
perhaps,*' says Best, "best approach the problem of deafness as an increas-
ing or decreasing phenomenon in the population, if we think of the deaf as
cooQ>08ed of two great classes: those adventitiously deaf, that is, those
who have lost their hearing by some disease or accident occurring after
birth, and those congenitally deaf, that is, those who have never had hear-
Farther, Best states that from three-fifths to two-thirds of the cases
of deafness are caused adventitiously by accident or disease* In both
eases, deafness occurs in infancy or childhood by attacking the middle or
internal ear. "From diseases of the middle ear results one-fourth {*i7*ii
per cent, according to the census) of all deafness and from diseases of the
internal ear, one-fifth (20.7 per cent), very little (0.6 per cent) being
caused by disorders of the outer ear."^^^^
Specified diseases causing deafness;
Scarlet Fever
Meningitis
Brain Fever
Catarrah
Diseases of middle ear
Measles
Typhoid Fever
Colds
Malarial Fever
Influenza
Diphtheria
Pnenmonia
Whooping Cou^
La Grippe
Other Diseases
1900
11. 1^^
9.6
4.7
;5«6
2*5
1.5
1.2
0.7
smaller proportionUii)
(10) Best," Harry: The Deaf; p.l6 (11) Ibid; p.l7
{la) Ibid; p.18
.J Oiii
—
' ~ a^r CT f
•1 ff
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The yery recent understanding of the subject shows that degd'ness is
not a distinct clinical or pathological entity, but it is the resxat of
many different pathological conditions. These arise from many different
causes and occurrences at different points in the auditory apparatus of
the ear. There are in general two different types of deafness: the pro-
gressiTe type and the stationary form. These two types, however, primariljf!
depend upon the child's general physical condition.
In studying the function of the auditory apparatus, we are not only
aware of the fact of impairment, that is, whether the indiTidoal has a
or a 50^ or a total loss, but also the character of this loss. The
loss occurring is due to lesion or defect in the sound-conducting or in the
sound-producing apparatus or both. Throu^ 2-A au/iiometer, the nature of
deafness, along functional tests, are known as three main types:
First: the obstractiye deafness, which is due to a disturbance of
the sound-conducting apparatus. The difficulties may occur either in the
external or in the middle ear including the JSostachian tube.
Second: the nervous deafness due to a lesion of the sound-perceiving
apparatus, ifeen the defect is in the cochles and in the cochlear branch of
the auditory nerve.
Third: the mixed type of deeifness in which tsre is a combination of
obstractive deafness and zb rve deafness*
The discernment and disappearance and appearance of the different
types of deafness is by no means a simple problem. It is proved that some
diseases that cause deafness are transmittable and certain other types are
are non-transmittable, according to Dr« Qoilder's study.
il^L=il^i5r%fiMftte. the author while studying under Dr« Hath Qctilder,
I
I
':j.-xe
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The congenital or hereditary causes of deafness still remain an
undiscovered and unsolved problem* It is a proposition of otologists that
congenital or hereditary deafness, infantile or sporadic congenital deaf-
ness, may be due to some other antecedent defects or sickness shortly aftex
birth. The exact caused of congenital cases are not definitely known.^"^*^
The congenital cases of deafness comprise, according to Volta Review, a
third of the totai amount of deafness. The so-called congenital cases are
divided into three great classes in respect to their family relations;
!• The offspring of parents who are cousins*
'<d» The offspring of parents who were themselves deaf or
members of families in which there are other deaf
relatives*
The product of families without either consanguinity
I or antecedent deafness*' -^^^
The offspring of consanguineous marriages appear to be in the major-
ity of caBes of the congenltally deaf* It is assumed that the parents,
being blood relatives have at least a contributing influence in the result.
Cases among the deaf having deaf relatives, the congenital deafness, Are
even more prevalent as it sometimes passes from parents to diild from gen-
eration to generation. Regarding the offspring of deaf parents, the evi-
dence is strong with regard to the fom of deafness and the presence or ab-
sence of relatives. ^^^^ In this connection Best states, "In cases where
the parents are not congenltally deaf and have no deaf relatives, the pro-
portion of deaf children is very low. When one or both parents are con-
genltally deaf or have deaf relatives-'when the deafness is inherited or lo
(14) Tolta Review, xiv, 1912; p*.i48. rv, 191;^; p.209
(15) Ibid
(16) American Annals for the Deaf, Lll, 1907; p,255
•to B
,11:.^-:
^1*
,
15-
the famll7-~the likelihood hecomes far greater and greater etill when the
(17)
two influences are in conjmxction*"
The following table is taken from American Annals for the Deaf:^''-^^
Cases Child Percent
1« Both congenltally deaf and both
had deaf relatives 172
2. Both advent Itlously deaf and
both had deaf relatives
49 x:8.4
57 10 17.5
'6» Parents consanguineous ,il 14 45*1
In general, in respect to the characteristics of congenital or heredi*
tary traits upon deafness these seem to have a marked influence*
Prevention of deafness is becoming a vital problem, and the school
authorities and the boards of health are nxach more interested in this point
of view today than they ever were before. In recent years, mazQr of the
schools in the United States have opened a new depsirtment, to study the
various causes of deafness and to discover some possible ways and means to
rectify them* Th:; present understanding is such that a considerable part of
deafness Is preventable under the direction of medical treatment. In
solving the problem of deafliess or eliminating its causes of hypocusia,
the most immediate problem lies in the prevention of those diseases, especi^
ally infections and infantile diseases. According to the present study,
certain diseases that are producing deafness fail to show, and there are
other new diseases from which deafness is in an increasing state. ^'^^
A possible action for the prevention of congenital deafness is di-
rectly concerned with the matter of marriage regulations. It seems that
statistical evidence, however, in regard to congenital deafness is very in-
(17) Best, Harry! The Deaf; p.52 (IB) American Annans, Lii, 1907;p.25^
{<S0 Best, Harzy: The Deaf; p.60 i'
al a
I 9tiS
« i , • * ^ * ^
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adequate to warrant any posltiye deduction. Under such clrcumstaaces,
this matter, bowerer, needs a farther Inyestigatlon. It is trae that In
cases of marriages of congenital partners, the Inheritance of congenital
deeifness is the most pronounced warning. Legislation on this matter seems
rery unadyisable except through a strong effort of moral persuasion and
general education.
Prerention of deafness needs a fundamental program which would include
research in physlolosr, pathologj and eugenics to discover not ozily the
more culminating adYentitious coases but also the nature and condition of
heredity, when there will he more possible ways and better means through
which we may eliminate or arrest deafness among human beings*
I
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iy« Schoolg for the Deaf
Private Residential Schools
Alatost all the schools which were started for the care and training of
the deaf or blind or crippled children In various countries, were, at first,
mere asylum types. Those Institutions were of private enterprise and of
private charity. The Idea of gathering these afflicted children In these
asylums was to feed and clothe them and not to give them the educational or
industrial training as the Idea exists today. It was only In the latter
part of the el^teenth century that public Interest was aroused and that
governments of various countries began to support or establish schools for
these handicapped children.
The establishment of such a school in the State of Uassacfausetts In
the beginning was a private affair. In 1862 a little child of four and a
half years of age, dan^ter of the Hon. Gardiner Green Hubbard of Cambridge,
became totally deaf by scarlet fever. The ijarente of Mabel Hubbard were
very much worried about their child becoming a deaf-mute. Although there
was a school established in Hartford, Connecticut, at that time, they were
not in favor of having their dau^ter learn the French si^-langoage em-
ployed in that school. Mr. Hubbard heard that the deaf children of Germany
were taxi^t to speak and read lips. In Germany their own langua^^ was
taught as the means of commanication for the instruction of the deaf-mutes
without resort to the sl^ langoage. Mr. and Mrs. Hubbard soon found that
Mr. Llppit, the governor of the State of Rhode Island, had a deaf daughter,
and Mrs. Gushing of Boston had another one in the same condition. Mr. Hub-
bard with the cooperation of the parents of the other deaf children and
1i
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wlth the asslstfoxee of his friends started a small school In November 1865
at Chelmsford to teadi speech to the deaf with Miss Harriet Hogers as its
teacher. When Mr* John Claxte of Northampton, Massacfausetts, endowed at
first $50,000 and subsequently added other contributions and bequests
amounting to $(^50,000, a school was permanently started at Northampton on
the first of October 1867. ^^^'^^ In this way the first oral school for the
deaf in the United States and the first privately endowed school in the
State of Uassachusetts came into existence. This school, although pri-
vately endowed, is non-sectarian and admits pupils throughout this Common-
weaith and other states if space permits*
There are three more schools in this state; Bej^erly School for the
Deaf, Boston School for the Deaf, and Sarah Fuller Home for Little Deaf
Children. The first two schools are supported by voluntary contributions
and income from the invested funds but they receive board and tuition for
the children from the Commonwealth. The last school is supported without
state aid but by private subscriptions and income from invested funds.
Then there are altogether four private schools in Massachusetts, three of
them receiving aid from the state and one independent. The first three
schools are residential schools.
B. Public and day class
I
The recognition or at least the true manifestation of interest to havej
a public school in this state for the education and training of deaf chil-
i
I
drea seems as old as the establishment of the first school in this Common-
i
wealth of Massachusetts. Mr. Hubbard, who had failed more than once in ap-|
j
preaching the legislature of Massachusetts for the establishment of an oral;
I
{^a) Plftieth Annual Report of Clarice School for Deaf; pp.6o-69
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school for the deaf in the state, made another application in 1867, The
matter was called to GoTexnor Bollock's attention and the Gk)vemor made a
great plea in his message to the Commonwealth in 1867, recamoaending the
following legislation:
"For successive years the deaf-mates of the Commonwealth through
anjmal appropriations have been placed for instniction and training
in the a^luffl at Hertford, ^Vhile in the treatment of these unfortti-
nates science was at fault and methods were crude, in the absence of
local provisions, the course perhaps was Justifiaiae; but with the
added light of study and experience which have explored the hidden
W£^8 and developed the oysterious laws by which the recesses of na-
ture are reached, I cannot longer concur in this policy of expatria-
tion. To no other objects of philanthropy will the warm heart of
liassachosetts respond more promptly.
"Assured as I am, on substantial grounds, that legislative action
in this direction will develop rich sources of private beneficence,
I have the honour to recommend that the initial steps be taken to . .
provide for this class of dependents within our own Conanonwealth."^*^'
(Extract from Governor Bullock's message of 1867)
The result^ of Gov. Bullock's recommendations was that the state ap-
pointed a comnlttee for dedsion. Then this committee recomended the pas-
sage of two bills. These bills provided:
1* For the incorporation of an Institution of Deaf-mutes at
Vortbaamton.
a. Jot primary instruction of younger pupils than are now re-
ceived at the American Asylum.
'6» For a longer term of instruction than has heretofore been
allowed to pupils aided by the state.
4, For an additional appropriation to enable the Governor to
answer the existing application for pupils requiring
state aid.
5, For the supervision, by the Board of Education, of. all
deaf-mute pupils aided by the Commonwealth.
{'i'i) Fiftieth Annual Report of Clarke School; p.68
(ii4) Ibid; p,68
Ii
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At this Juncture a private interest 'became a public obligation, and
thus It was entered as one of the permanent items of the laws relating to
\
edxicatlon in the State of Massachusetts. Then there are five public school!
1
I
i
or otherwise called "day classes" for the deaf in Massachusetts. Horace
Mann School for the Deaf at Boston is a regular day school, and the rest of
them are day classes in public schools. According to recent surveys of
special education for typical children by the Commonwealth of Massachusetts,
department of education, January 1, 19;54, the following statistical facts
are indicated:
Taken from the Survey of Spclal Education
19M
Private and Public Schools
Schools or Classeif No«of ITo.of
Teachers
Beverly School* 12
Pupils
Enrolled
Boston* 24 197
Clarke School* 50 117
Day Classes;
Horace Mann School 26 189
Lynn 2 18
New Bedford 1 12
1
Springfield 1 14
Worcester 2
Total 98 65;5
*Including principal. In the American School at
Hartford, 11 pupils are educated at the expense of
1
Massachusetts*
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In addition to these schools and day classes for the deaf chlldr^ in
this state, there are fifteen lip-reading classes for the hard-of-hearing
i
i
in the various cities and toims* The classes are condticted isnder the public
|
school system. They are, according to the surrey, as follows;
Taken from the Surrey of Special Education
19,^
Cities and Towns No, of No. of Length of lfo«of
Teachers Pupils period (min. ) periods
pgr wee3s
Boston 4 ^22 60-90 5
Worcester 1 67 45 1
Springfield 1 80 60 2
Fall River 1 154 aO-45 1-Si
Cambridge 1 90 ;30-46 1
New Bedford 1 55 00-60 1
Somerville 1 87 20-30-40 1
Lynn 1 151 60
Kewton 1 55 40-60 1-2
Everett 1/10 11 45 6
Melrose 6/5 b5 40 2
Waltham 1 •65 '60 2
West Springfield 2/5 loa 45 1
Greenfield a/
5
15 60 I
Watevtown 1/10 4;^ '60 I
Chel sea 1 60 40 2
On the whole, there are 1,212 children receiving; instruction, and 16
full-time teachers and 6 part-time teachers are engaged.
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y» Sdacatlonal Ssrstem
Thomas Arnold In hie book points out some of the attaspts that were
made to teach the deaf to speak and understand hy the clergy of ancient
days In order that their souls might not be left unsared. Among those who
taught the deaf to speak and read lips was St. John of leyerly« a bishop of
Athens In jUI)« 721«^ ' This Is the earliest and the first attempt of all
that was mentioned In the history of deaf-mate education. In the later pe-
riods many attempts were made and several of the denf taught to speak and
a great number of them taught by slgn-langoage, but there was not any uni-
versally constractlre method used until the middle part of the eighteenth
century. A constructive form of educational method to Instruct the deaf
was originated by Charles Ulchel de*Lepee of France In 1755. His Instruc-
tion was exclusively sign-language.
In the latter part of the eighteenth century Sazmiel Eelnlcke of Oer-
many originated a system of method to teach the deaf to speck and read
lips. This was, at once, followed by Thomas Braldwood of Edlnbur^,
who found the German method was very successful In teadilng the deaf to
speak.
When Dr. Qallaudet started the first school for the deaf In "^erlca,
he Introduced the Trendi method of sign-language. The sign method was be-
ginning to take a strong hold In the American soil; Massachusetts started
an oral school In 1867. Thenceforward, the oral system has become very
popular throughout America.
The methods of Instruction that are einployed In Ifassacfaosetts, and the
(25) Arnold, Thomas: Education of Deaf-Uutes; p.
5
(26) Ibid; p.86

7}
Halted States at large to instruct the deaf are known as the mantaal, the
manoal alphabet, the oral, the atirlcular and the combined. These are de-
scribed in the American Annal:
"X» The Manual Method: sigis, the maxraal alphabet and writing
are the chief means used in the instruction of the pupils, aid
the principal objects aimed at are mental development and facility
in the comprehension and use of writing languages* The degree of
relative importance given to these three means varies in different
schools; but it is a difference only in degree, and the end aimed
at is the same in all«
"II. The Manual Alphabet Method: the manual alphabet and writ-
ing are the chief means used in the instruction of the pupils, and
the principal objects aimed at are mental development and facility
in the comprehension and use of writing language. Speech and
speech-reading are tau^t to all of the pupils In the school (The
Western New York Institution) recorded as following this method.
"III. The Oral Method; speech and speech-reading, together with
writing, are made the chief means of instruction, and facility in
speech and speech-reading as well as mental development and written
language Ib aimed at. There is a difference in the different
school! in the extent to which the use of natural signs is allowed
in the early part of the course, and also in the prominence given
to writing as an auxiliary to speech and speech-reading in the
course of instruction; but they are differences only in degree,
and the end aimed at is the same in all.
••17. The Auricular Method; the hearing of semi-deaf pupils is
utilized and developed to the greatest possible extent, and with
or without the aid of artificial appliances, their education is
carried on chiefly through the use of speech and hearing together
with writing. The aim of the method is to graduate its pupils as
hard-of-hearing speaking people, instead of deafnnutes.
"V. The Combined System; speech and speech-reading are re-
garded as very important, but mental development and the acquisi-
tion of language are regarded as still more important. It is be-
lieved that in many cases mental development and the accfuisition
of language can best be promoted by the Manual or Manual Alphabet
method, and so far as circumstances permit, such method is chosen
for each pupil as seems best adapted for his individual case.
Speech and speech-reading are taught where the measure of success
seems likely to Justify the labor expended, and in most of the
schools SOB) of the pupils are taught wholly or chiefly by the
Oral Method or the Auricular Method."
(27) American Annals of the Deaf, January 1914, Lix; p«41

In Massachasetta, the law prorldes two ways for the instruction of the
deaf children. First, they may be placed in certain private schools and
the state pays a tuition rate not exceeding the acttial cost per child.
Second, it authorizes the department of education to establish d^ classes
in not more than six cities. In this case, the state pays the cost of in-
struction and transportation. The general day classes confine their work
j
to the first two or three grades, after which the children are transferred
to the Horace Mann School or to a hoarding school. These children often ffi
to hi^er educational institutions and trade schools talcing up the work
with children of normal hearing.
Lip-reading classes for the hard-of-hearing children are found in six*
teen cities and towns of this state. They are conducted and supervised
under public school systems. Often children from several smaller schools
meet in a central building in certain parts of the city and towns for in-
struction. The teacher goes from one centre to anothei; meeting groups of
children twice or three times a week, as the case may be. Besides these
classes for the deaf children, there are classes for hard-of-hearing adttlts
conducted in seven cities in the Commonwealth*
Education of the deaf, in this state, is con^mlsory and there is a
substantial provision made in the educational department for this purpose*
tRie state law for coaoqpulsory attendance of the deaf child is described:
•'Deaf children to attend school. Every person in control of a
deaf child between seven and ei^teen shall cause such child to at-
tend some suitable school, approved by the department, where the
deaf are tau^t speech and speech-reading; provided, that this sec-
tion shall not apply to such a child whose mental condition or
whose physical condition in other respects than deafness is such as
to render such attendance inexpedient or licpractical or who is be-
(<i8) QeneraJL
v
Laws Relating to Sducation; pp.4^7, Section 2k (enacted, 19^8^
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ing given private instruction, approved by the department, during
the time the public schools are in session. Failure for one month
during any school year by any person in control of such a child to
caujse his attendance as aforesaid shall, on complaint by a super-
visor of attendance, be punished by a fine of not more than
twenty dollars."
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yi« Yocatlonal Tralnlig and Employment
I
'
!
Before the opening of the educational opport-anlty and facilities to
i i
the deaf-mates, they, as a class, strongly opposed nearly all forms of
I legal treatments, by their fellow-citizens. It was during the revolutlon-
I
I
ary thought of the ei^teenth century, when learning was receiving its
! hl^est attention on all sides, that the old attitude changed causing soci-^^
i ety to respect and treat these afflicted groups as normal individuals, Ed-
,
ucation, followed by Industrial trainiig, opened up definite advantages in
' the life of the deaf.
I
!Ibere are four schools in the State of Uassacbusetts where some forms
|i of prelimlnazy vocational trades are tau^t. These industries are, in
I
general, sewing, cooking, house work, painting and sloyd which are taught
i
the girls, while boys are taught sloyd, cabinet work and painting, basketry
and brush-making. Bat they vary in different schools in accordance to what
I
each considers practical for its pupils in later life. The industrial
I
training that Is given in the schools is, however, far from coo^lete and
does not guarantee work. Often the pupils, graduatlxig from these general
educational schools, go for their vocational training to the special trade
or industrial institutions provided for those with normal hearing.
j! The general occupations followed by the deaf throu^iout the country
il
I
are: agriculture, manufacturing, mechanics, domestic service, trade,
^
transportation and professional. There is but one division of employmeit
j
in which the deaf cannot enter, that is: coramercial and mercantile pur-
! salts. The deaf are usually capable of taking care of themselves •^'^^^ Ac-
r
cording to the laroceedings of the National Association of the Deaf, of the
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adolt deaf who hare had schooling. It is claimed that eighty-one percent
are gainfully employed and self-supporting,
The matter of industrial success and fail-ore of deaf, according to the
investigation of a special committee of the National Association for the
Deaf in 1907, is reported as follows:^
There are few ordinary occupations in which the deaf do not
and cannot engage.
ikaployers and foremen treat deaf workmen as they do hearing
worlonen*
"5« Deafness is a hindrance to a great extent, but it is not
sxLch a formidable barrier as has popularly been supposed*
"4, The worlm^ usually have steady work. Those that do not
generally hare only themselves to blame.
^5. The deaf invariably get the same wages for the same class
of work as the hearing.
"6. Qnployers and foreman are glad to have deaf worlanen who
can show that they have the ability to do the work ex-
pected of them, and take them on a basis equal to that
of hearing. If they are competent, their services secure
ready recognition."
Tinder the present economic circumstances, it seems very difficult for
even a great majority of people with normal hearing to earn a living wage.
How much more difficult would be the problem of handicapped people is a
question to be kept in mind. Ihere may be many deaf people today unemployed
who are the victims of present-day conditions in the world at large. This
state of affairs, however, does not mean that trained deaf people are any
more a problem to society than people with normal hearing.
(;jO) Proceedings of National Association of the Deaf, Viii, 1907; p,41
(^1) Ibid; p. 48
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YII, Organizations for the General Welfare of the Deaf
In exclusion of state legislation and pxillc and private schools In
the State of Massachusetts, there are three Independent agencies that are
functioning to promote general welfare of the deaf.
The Boston Bducational Association for Deaf Children Is especially doq
signed to instruct pre-school deaf children of Greater Boston and assist
|
parents to cooperate with teachers who are teaching these children*^
Speech Headers Qulld of Boston is devoted to **eeta^llsh and maintain
a fellowship among and for the hard of hearing. It produces materials
concerning all subjects relative to deafness, whether it is the educatlona]^
economic, or social aspects of life. Upon request, free services are given
in testing the hearing of children and adults by and 44 aadiometer. ^7
appointment, the Guild provides hearing instroments demonstration to
schools and colleges, free of charge.
The ]7ew England Home for Deaf Mates is also opened for both a^ed blind
and infirm deaf-outes. The aim of the establishment is to care for and
protect the destitutes of these groups and it also admits those who are in
a posMon to pay their living expenses.
Besides these private local organizations mentioned above, the re are
several other private national organizations that are working for the wel-
fare of the deaf in the United States through which Massachusetts' deaf
also benefit. These are: The Volta Bureau, Parents Association for the
Deaf, Church Mission to the Deaf, Contention of American Instructors of the
Deaf, the American Association to Promote the Teaching of Speech to the
{dki) Directory of Social Agencies, Boston, 1962; p. 66
(o^) Ibid; p.ii70
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Deaf, the Volts Kevlew, and American Annal of the Deaf*
Tbe private organizations Interested in the deaf be classed into
two main diyisions) one actively engaged to instruct the deaf "and those
associations of the teachers of the deaf; the other, societies or cin?pora*
tlons organized to establish schools by msans of private enterprises. The
latter Includes the tmdertaklng of imparting religious knowledge to the
deaf/*^^
Whatever may be said in favor of deaf people as to their economic and
industrial contribution in comparison with other handicapped people, a
large amount of social and personal ad^stment seems Tuobtainable. On ac-
count of the impairment of the sense of hearli^, deaf people oftaitend to
become socjetlly maladjusted and develop a psychopathic attitude* It is
mainly becaiise of their inability to hear and spe*: rapidly with their fel-
low beings. Their meais of communication with hearing persons is very
slow and tedious. The deaf, therefore, are often found miserable and sus-
picious among the hearing. Thus, they naturally seek an outlet among
their own kind and find a congenial corroanlonshlp. In this way, they often
feel a close bond of friendliness among thoBiselves and are ready to cooper-
ate for their own Interest and associations. This kind of exclusive inter-
est and orgazilzation among the deaf Is strongly opposed by educators of the
deaf and by the general public. It is because of the tendency to separate
the deaf, making them a distinct class in the community, and also because
such close association as^ng these people would eventually. Indeed, lead
into inter-marriages. In fact, marriages among the deaf result in an In-
creasing nmber of deaf people in society. To be nationally successful
(^) Beet. Harry: The Deaf; p. 108
09 tti
Q
I
in nwTrIng deaf people "feel at home" among the hearing, the ad^fasloent
should begin early In life* There should he an adeqpite iinderstanding of
the emotional and social attitude of the deaf. This can he done, only
throu^ a cooperative and intensive research study of deaf people as a
whole*
G
711 1. A General Smmary
1. Prior to the establishment of schools for the deaf in Massachu-
setts and in the United States at large, the care or protection of the
deaf-mates was a family affair. There are no evidences to show that the
general public gave any thought to this matter, unless one may possibly
infer that the poor deaf-mutes might have been congregated in the alms-
houses or left to solve their own destiny, as was the case in England and
other European countries ages ago*
2. The establishment of the Clarke School for young deaf children
at ForthaoQ^ton, Massachusetts, to teach the deaf to speak, made a great
reputation throughout the nation* In the first place, this was, because o#
the virtue of the method employed in the school, and secondly, because of !
the scientific and logical implication that was devised by Dr. Alexander
Graham Bell to io^art speech to the deaf. This idea was carried throughout
the country and many schools were established. Thus, the State of Massa-
,
chusetts became the pioneer state along this line of work.
3. When the state recognized the in^rtance of supporting the private
schools started by private enterprises, legislation was passed to establish
public day classes in varioxis cities and towns to provide early schooling
for all those deaf children who were not able to attend the residential
schools. In the State of Massachusetts all schools are conducted by oral
method*
4. When the schools for the deaf became firmly established in the
state, the importance of vocational training was then realized and prelim-
inary vocational guidance was given ri^t along with general education.
oa 91' -
After that, the deaf children were encouraged to attend treuie schools or
schools of hl^er learning with the hearlzig.
5. TShen educational facilities and vocational training for deaf
children are now well under way, attention is given to the discovery of
causes and prevention of deafness. Therefore, some of the schools for the
deaf begin estahlishing a research department in their schools to study
the condition emd causes of deafness. Farther, this line of study is also
strengthened by the boards of health and various clinics in the state*
6* The various inquiries into the subject, the causes of deafness,
disclosed the fact that deafness is of two kinds: adventitious and con-
genital. It is clearly understood that all adventitious deafness is caused
by some disease of infancy or childhood, attacking the delicate parts of
the middle ear. A considerable part of this deafness is prevedable under
early medical attention and through measures eoqployed for the protection of
child health. Of congenital deafness, little is knows because this kind of
deafness often has been found in families without any previous strain to
indicate. Children of deaf parents are found far more likely to be deaf
than children of hearing parents* According to the present study, congen-
ital deafness appears to be decreasing idiereas adventitious deafness is in
an increasing state.
7. In general, deafness, either total or partial, constitutes a great
socisd problem. The prevention of deafness and the training of deaf people
to make them productive and useful members of society is not only a great
help to those who suffer under such afflictions, but it is also a great
blessing to society as a ifhole. Otherwise, it would be a great calamity
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and burden to the growth of a society In which these deaf children are
I
life-long dependents*
I
In conclusion, it may well be said that a cozoprehenelve program of
i
! Intelligent approach toward consideration of adequate provision for deaf-
I
j
mate education and industrial training along with preventive measures of
!
deafness will be the chief possible means of making these children useful
I
I
msabers of society*
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PABT II
THE BLIND
!• The First School In Massachasetts and Its Historical Connection.
In order to take a con^rehenslve view of the work of the education of
the blind, it is necessary to trace its origin from the very "beginning.
There are numerous references in ancient literature that blindness was more
prevalent than other physical handicaps among human beings. In primitive
ages, the rl^t of living was denied. Later, both in Chinsr and India, the
blind were educated or given some kind of training and they were engaged as
sooth-sayers in China and transmitters of oral tradition in India.
After this, in Saropean countries, a few blind people were educated and won
distinction in various branches of learning. These were very few phenomf>
enal cases, but the great mass of this afflicted group lived in a sad and
miserable state and were objects of charity.^**®^ In the early thirteenth
and fourteenth centuries, the blind were congregated in almshouses.
¥• find some evidences from Q-irolino Cardano, a physician of Pavia,
that in Italy attonpts were made to teach the blind through the sense of
touch. This was the first record made in the history of the education
of the blind. In the desire to secure a system of tangible characters for
use by the blind, many Isolated attempts were made.
In the year 178;5, Valentin Hauy, brother of the eminent cxystallologisl^
saw that a group of ten blind men were engaged by a proprietor of a hotel
in Paris to make a most "discordant symphony" in order to Increase his cus-
(i)5) Trench, R. Slayton: From Homer to Helen Teller, p.^
{^) Anagnos, M.t Education of the Blind; p.
4
(<c>7) Best, Harry: The Blindness and the Blind; p.«d01
9r
T9W aix3g»Sir.
"ZXfO
tomers. The ridiculous and boisterous attitude of the customers towards
these blind men aroused in the heart rf Valentin Hauy great syitpathy for
these poor blind people.^ "^^^ He, at once, began to ponder upon the condi-
tion of the blind and to work to invent a means for their salvation. He
collected all the available information possible regarding the blind and
then began devising methods to instruct them. In 1784, he engaged a blind
boy named Francois Lesuerur, to experiment a means of conv^ing the printed
word in such fashion as to be apprehended by his finger-tips. Thus he se-
cured a method of tangible writing for instructing the blird.^ ' At that
time, a philanttaopic society was organized in Paris to assist twelve help-
less blind children and they placed these children under Valentin Hauy.
In this way the first school for the blind came into existence* Hauy'a
work aweikened an immediate and widespread interest in England and other
iiuropean coimtries.
The first attoopt made in behalf of the blind in this new world was
in 1819; an enumeration was authorised in New Hampshire, 1821, in Pennsyl*
vania, 18;35, in Vermont and then in Connecticut and Massachusetts. (40) Dr.
John D* Fisher of Boston, while purusing his mediccd studies in Paris,
visited Valentin Hauy » a school, Imom as the Hoyal Institution for the Totmg
Blind, He carried the Isnowledge of irstruction for the blind to the United
(41 ) iStates.^ Dr. Fisher, returning to Boston in the jear l&ad, called a
I
meeting of ruch persons as were interested in the education of the blind.
They all agreed to make a petition to the legislature for the establishment
(;58) Anagnos, M.: Education of the Blind, p. 15
(^9) iknagzios, M.: Education of the Blind; p. 19
(40) Best, Harry: Blindness and the Blind, p. ;507
(41) Ibid; pp.^7-8

of a school for the blind In the Commoxwealth. After a considerable debate
In the legislative assembly, the matter was referred to a committee. This
conmittee, after an investigation, made the following resolution:
"Resolved, that we are impressed by a deep sense of utility of
institutions for the education of the blind, and that a committee
be appointed to take all measures necessary for the establishment
of such an institution for the blind of New England."
On Uarch '<ci, IBiiS, Uassachusetts legislature passed an act that the
name of the corporation should be Imown as '"The New Englant Asylum for the
Blind," and the purpose of the corporation was to educate sightless per-
sons, Dr. Fisher, who had been the initial source of promoting this
noble enterprise, approached Dr. Samuel &• Eowe who had Just returned from
Greece. In Aogost 1831, Dr. Howe was engaged as principal of the proposed
school, and was persuaded to go to Europe to study the methods of instruc-
tion eiqployed to educate the blind. In accordance with the reqaest of the
corporation. Dr. Eowe went to Europe and carefully studied all the princi-
pal instructions for the blind and returned to Boston in July 18;^ with two
assistants: Mr. Mile Trencheri, a graduate of Paris school, and John
(44lPringle of the Edinbur^ institution. In August of the same year, he
opened a school with six pupils at his father's residence, fl44 Pleasant
Street. This was the first school to be established for the education
of the blind in Massachusetts, as well as in the entire Union.
The pupils in the school learned to read embossed printing and made
considerable progress. Donations were received to increase the strength
of the school. Col. Thomas Perkins donated his mansion house and grounds
(42) Anagnos, N.; Jfiducation of the Blind; pp. .59-46
(4ii) Best, Harry: Blindness and the Blind;
(44) Anagnos, N. : Education of the Blind; pp. 39-40
(45) Ibid; p.40
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dn Teeal Street, valiuBd at $^5,000, for a permanent location for the schoo],
(46)
on the grormd that fifty thousand dollars could be raised for this purpose.
This amotint was realized throu^ demonstrations of pupils in various parts
of the ITew Snglani states, and the institution in Boston became the educa-
tional establishment of all blind In the ITew Englam states. In 18;i9, the
||
school was moved to South Boston and the name of the school was also changed
(47)
to "Perkins Institution and Uassachusetts Asylum for the Blind. Today
Perkins Institution (now in Watertown, Massachusetts) is an outstanding in-
fltitutlon of its kind in the United States. There is a training department
connected with the school, to train the normal seeing as well as blind in-
structors. The graduates of this department are now working in different
schools for the blind in the United States and also in different parts of
the world*
(46) Best, Harry: Blindness and the Blind; p.l65
(47) Ibid, p. 166
I
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II» Blindness and Its Definition
Blindness or vistial handicaps or low vision Is considered as having
Just as mach variance as deafness or hard of hearing. It cannot be re-
garded as of a few degrees, varyln^-: all the wajr fx^m absolute sight or to-
tal, to a condition where the sense of ll^t or vision is material useless*^
"Sifferent stages of diminished eyesight, or 'partial' blindness," says
Best, "the more severe of irtilch constitute a handicap hardly less than ftul
(48)
blindness, and the less severe embrace appreciable remnant of vision,
Farther, Best points out, the fundamental consideration of eye defects op-
erates as a great obstadLe to ecmomlc gain as "industrial" or "econooic"
blindness. In the same way, he applies the term "educational blindness" to
children with Inability to receive education in the public schools with see-t
ing children.
Uedlcally speaking, "the extent of vision (visual efficiency) Is to be
regarded as depending chiefly upon three factors: visual acuity, field of
(49)
vision, and muscular control."
In ordinary sense for practical use, blindness Is defined as " inabil-
ity to see to read printed matter, even with the aid of glasses (if one has
learned to read); to designate form or color; to count the fingers upon one
hand within one foot (or perhaps within three feet) from the eye; to recog-
nize the human face; to malce out v#ry large print without great difficulty;
to engage in occupations requiring vision; or to be in possession of visuaJ.
(90)
acuity of not less than one-tenth.
French In his book, "Homer to Helen Keller," describes the indefinitely
(48) Best, Hariy: Blindness and the Blind; p. 165
(49) Ibid; p. 165
(50) Best, Harry: Blindness and the Blind; p.l66
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varlant characteristics of blindness In five forms. (61)
"(1) Ttie totally "blind—those "unable to distingaish li^t from
darkness by vision, where eyes are r emoved or their functioning for
visTial purpose wholly destroyed.
"(i2) Those able to distinguish li^t from darkness by vision to
whom the presence of objects may accordingly be made known by shad-
ows or by direct or reflected light.
"(•i) Those with sufficient vision to distinguish differences of
li^t and shade or even color to the extent of perceiving the form
and motion of objects for whom very large print, as in headlines or
titles is legible.
"(4) Those to whom blindness implies little more than conspicu-
ously defective vision, necessitating the supplementing of visual
experience with special aids other than the merely corrective, such
as eye-glasses.
"(5) The color-blindness, those whose blindness simply produces
certain aesthetic deprivations, perhaps some embarrassment and ex-
clusion from a few—some of them dangerous—trades or occi:?)ations."
In conclusion it may be said that one is said to be blind whose sight
is either entirely wanting or is so meager as to be of no practical use*
In the first case, he may be called "totally" blllui and in the second,
"partially" blind.
(51) French, R. S.: From Homer to Helen Keller; p«5
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General Causes and Prevention of Blindness
Ebers Papyrus, a took written iiL555-1550 B.C. in Egypt and discovered
in 1872 in Hecropolis of Thebes, lists about twenty eye diseases. Some
thousand years after the writing of this manuscript, Heorodotus traveled
throu^ Egypt and found there a specialist in eye diseases. The Greek phy-
sician, Hippocrates, father of scientific medicine, was ac(|aalnted with some
thirty diseases of the eye. An ancient Hindu medical work lists seventy-
six eye disorders. Hebrew literature abounds in reference to blindness in
fourteen terms.^^*^^
There are no legal plans employed for exacting the caises of blindnesfl
among children in their early life. All available facts known to the study
are obtained only throu^ efforts of schools and some clinics that are in-
terested In this problem. In fact, it is only when the school age is
reached and a blind child is in need of instruction, that the case is ex-
posed to examination by school doctors. This, however. Is too late to a^*
certain the exact and the immediate causes of blindness among such children.
The third annual report of the Massachusetts Commission for the Blind,
November 30, 1909, indicates five different means through which blindness
occurs: congenital defects, acquired diseases (general), acquired diseases
of the eye, accidents and disease, and accidents,
Best in his book speaks of two main ways that cause blindness: "af-
fections concerned with some part of the eye, the inroads of which are
largely limited to the eye Itself; and diseases of a more general charactexj,
which involve other parte or members of the body, especially the head, the
(54)
damage to the^e being frequently the most serious of their sequelae."
731=32
II
(
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Farther, he explains the general cases through which hllndness occurs;
these are disorders: "The blood or the circulatory system of the brain or
nervous system, of the digestive system, of the muscular system, of the
nose and throat, of the ductless glands, may all have ocular manifestations
or ocular complications. •^^^^ Most cases of congenital or hereditary blind
ness are said to be existing from birth* In truth, no one knows whether it
is existing from birth or shortly after birth* The cases of blindness in
general are due to a specific affection of the eye which is responsible for
blindness and also to certain ety^mological factors*
L
1
i
1
i
(66) Best, Harry: Blindness and the Blind; p*4
i
1
!
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General Causes of Blindnesa In Uew
and in the Tilted States as a liThole
United New
States England
100.0 100.0
Definitely reported causes 73.6 79.5
Cataract 15.8
Glaucoma 5.4 7.9
Atrophy of optic nerve 4.9 5.6
Ophthalmia neonatorum 3.^ 2.8
Trachona (granular eyelids) 1.6 0.2
Diseases of retina 1.4 2,2
Corneal ulcer 0.7 1.4
Cancer and other neoplasms 0.7 0.8
Diseases ofiris 0.7 1.2
Measles •d»2 1«6
Meningitis 1.5 1.9
Scarlet fever ua 1.4
Kidney disease and diahetes 0.9 1.1
Influenza (grippe) 0.8 0.6
Typhoid fever 0.7 0.2
Syphilis and locomotor 0.7 0.8
Small pox 0#7 0.2
Accidents:
Explosive (dynamite, gun powder, etc.) 2.1
Fiream^ 1*8 0.7
Fails 1«<2 1.5
Flying objects (not from explosion) 1«1 0.7
Cutting of piercing instruments 0.9 0.9
Bums 0«o 0.2
All other accidental injuries 9.0 9.0
Poisoning 0.9 1.1
Forei^ substance in eye ua 1.1
All other definitely reported causes 14.0 16.7
Indefinitely or inaccTirately reported causes 25.5 19.9
Congenital (causes not stated) 7.4 5.6
Neuralgia 1*5 0.2
Exposure to heat 1*4 0.7
Sore eyes 1.4 0.6
All other 13.8 12.8
Combination of different classes of causes 0.9 0.6
(56) Harry Best: Blindness and the Blind; p. 17
I
!
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In conclusion. Best says that the situation In the main Is caused "by
indifference, negligence or ignorance* The future study of the causes of
hlindness and its prevention depends -u^on the cooperation of educational in-
j
stitutions, clinics, and the medical profession of the entire cotintry. On
the whole, attacks upon the main diseases in recent years }ve proved suc-
cessful and there is a marked decrease in the causes of hlindness in the
United States.
4 *
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IY« Schools for the Blind
There are two schools for the blind In Massachusetts. One Is Perkins
Institution and Uassachnsetts School for the Blind and the other is Boston
Ilorsery for Blind Bahies. Both of them are opened to children of New Eng-
land states. There are also classes conducted in the public schools for
children of impaired vision throughout this state, which are called sight-
saving classes.
A. Private Residential Schools
The establishment of Perkins Institution in the State of Massachosetbs,
owes its credit to both state legislation and private interest. Two years
before the opening of the school in Massachusetts, the legislature made an
appropriation of $1500 which was the first direct appropriation of public
money In Anerica for the education of the blind. The Massachusetts legis-
lation for the education of the blind reads as follows:
"The department may, upon the request of the parents or guardians
and with approval of the governor, send such deaf and such blind
persons as it considers proper subjects for education, for the deaf,
in the State of Connecticut, to the Clsorke School for the Deaf at
Northampton, to the Horace Mann School at Boston, to any other
school for the deaf in the Commonwealth, as the parents or guardi-
ans may prefer, or to the Perkins Institution and Massachusetts
School for the Blind, as the case may be, and, upon like request
and with like approval, it may continoe for a longer term the in-
struction of meritorious pupils recommended by the principal or
other chief officer of the school liiich th^ attend.
"With the approval of the Governor the department may, at the
expense of the Coiaaonwealth, make such provision for the care and
education of children who are both deaf and blind as it may deem
expedient. Bb such pupil shall be withdrawn from such institutions
or schools except with the consent of the aathorities thereof or of
the department; and the expenses of the instruction and support of
such pupils therein, actually rendered or furnished, including
their necessary traveling expenses, whether daily or otherwise,
but not exceeding ordinary and reasonable compensation therefore,
shall be paid by the Commonwealth; but the parents or guardians of

such children, who are able wholly or in part to provide for flmlr
support and care, to the extent of their ability may be repulred
by the department to reimbtirse the Commonwealth therefor."^
Section ae (as namended, 19^9, 268)
The above-mentioned legislation shows the substantial provision for
the care and training of blind children of Massachusetts. All children of
Uassachusetts are admitted to Perkins Institution, with the aid of the
state. In the same manner children of other states are supported by their
own legislative boards. The purpose of the institution is to provide full
educational opportunity for ail the visually handicapped youth of New Eng-
land.
Boston Ifarsery for Blind Babies, established 1901, is a private or-
ganization supported by voltmtary contributions and incomes from invest-
ments. The main object of this school is to care for and give preliminary
training to blind babies rtnder six years of age and transfer them to Per-
( 5didns kindergarten when they are old enou^ to attend.
B. Sight-saving Classes in Public Schools.
Special provision for the conservation of vision in school children
was introduced within recent years. This was, at first started in Boston
and In Cleveland in 1916, At preset^ the movement of si^t-saving classes
for children with impaired vision is well under way and there are twenty
such classes conducted in various towns and cities of the State of Massa-
chusetts: some towns and cities send their children to other cities where
there are special classes for them.
(57) General Laws Relating to Education; p.lO
(58) Directory of Social Agencies; p

I!
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Slght-Savlng Classes In Massachasetts
Cities or Towns
Ifumber
of
Teachers
Nuinber of
Children
•isinrolled
Boston 1 c« xoo
ucuuDnuge Kit
flew Beojora oa
Fall River 2 27
Worcester •J
Brockton 14
rjewvon
Chelsea 14
Eevere 14
Everett 14
Somerville 14
Medford 12
I^mn 15
Salem 16
Lowell 14
Holyoke 16
Springfield 12
Framlngham 10
Watertown 10
Brookline 14
Total 38 502
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V« Sdncatlonal SySbem
Anwng the first efforts, with which we are well acquainted, concerning
the instruction of sightless people, are those of Valentin Haxiy. He was
the first man who strove to secure a system of tamgihle characters for the
instruction of blind children. In 1784 he made many esperimeris with his
first pupil, Francois Lesurar, and originated a complete system of convey-
ing the printed words in a fashion that sightless pupils can apprehend "by
the touch of their fingers. This was the first popular means of instruc-
tion throu^ which the education of the "blind was assured and apread into
different parts of the world. It would "be appropriate to quote here his
words to the fiqperor of Hussia when he was invited to start a school in his
country. "Tou know, sir," said Valentin Hauy, "that I have no fortxme.
The temple that I have had the glad satisfaction of raising for humanity
has absor'bed all my energies." So we see that great man*s faith was never
defeated.
Afterwards, we come to know that Charles Barbier, a citizen of Paris,
invented a system of "ceils" (or groupii^) in the year between 1819 and IMS
(59)
containing two vertiai. rows of six points each.^ ' His system was consid-|j
ered a complicated one in its structure and needed further improvement, An
instructor in the Paris school, Louis Braille, himself blind, was the one
who put the Barbier 's system of cells into the present form know as Braille
System. When Dr. Howe visited the European countries, he brought with him
the OcLll*8-Braille system which was adopted in the Edinburgh school in Scot^
land. Dr. Howe, not satisfied with Gall*s syst^, was finally led throu^
(59) Best, Harry: Blindness and the Blind
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his own experiments to the adoption of an angular form of Roman letter
which was used in the early years of Perkins Institution. The first systaa
that was popularly introduced in American s chools was Priedlauder' s Systen
of Soman capitals.^^^^
Today there are six systems of raised print known for the instruction
of the "blind. These are: Line Type, Moon Type, New York point, American
Braille, English (European) Braille, (Revised Braille), and standard Eng-
^.ish Braille. At the present time. Revised Braille is extensively used in
the Perkins Institution and nany other schools in the United States.
The content of instruction for the blind is in no way different from
that of the public schools for seeing children, but the means and osthods
adopted to impart instruction to blind children are different. The main
differences are that embossed books take the place of ink-print and those
portions of the program which are strictly dependent upon sight are omittedi
The
Studies are taught objectively. /Institution's course of study is equal to
that of public school and pupils of hi^ scholastic ability and standing
are often encouraged to pursue their studies in the colleges of higher
learning in New England. Boston Nursoy for Blind Babies offers an xumsual
opportunity of pre-kindergarten training. It is one of the essential
things, if not more important, in the lives of sightless babies, throu^
which they may acquire a certain amount of motor dexterity and motor-mental
coordination. This sort of training to blind babies opens up early adjust-
ment and early educational facilities toward a normal life.
The Department of Personnel and Research at Perkins Institute consists
of psychological consultation, mental testing, physiotherapy, corrective
(60) yrench, R. S.: From Homer to Helen Keller; p.l;5«3
'
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speech, field work and administration. The main object of this departmei*
is to study the emotionally "onhalanced condition of "blind children and guide
them to a normal standard. It studies the mental capacity of pupils throu^
intelligence tests and makes necessary arrangements for the Imparting of in-
struction according to the ability of the children. Physiotherapy service
is another important item which corrects the posttire of children. Speech
correction is provided for those who are in need of such help. In general,
this department gives the most valuable and useful service to these blind
children in correcting, adjusting and guiding them in all different phases
of mental, physical, educational, vocational and social standards of htuoan
life.
Si^t-saving classes for children with defective vision are consid-
ered a part of the public school system. Classes for these children are
hell in the building along with classes for seeing children of noirmal eye-
si^t but in especially equipped rooms. The methods and contents of cur-
riculum are in no way different from that of other groups. The only differ-*
ence is that they are provided with large and bold character printed books
for their use. The candidates for si^t-saving classes are selected accord-
ing to the following system: (6X)
I
(l) Children who cannot read more than 6/21 at distance am who
camot read 2.00 at HO cm.
(<;) Myopes who have more than five diopters of nyopia.
(^) ^yperopes who have syxaptoms of asthenopia and who have more
than five dopters of hyperopia.
(4) Children who have asti^natism of more than d,5 diopters and
whose vision cannot be brought up more tta-n 6/<i4.
Notes taken in class at Perkins Institute, 1954.
11
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(5) Children with maculae, nebulae, leucomale, which interfere
with sight and lead to eye-strain*
i
I
It is noted that children who were admitted into sight-saving classes
j
corrected their eye-sight to the normal standard or preserved their respec-
i
I
tive impaired vision without further damage,
ij The Massachusetts law provides adecpiate provision for the education of
the "blind and children with impaired vision and enforces compulsory regular
school attendance*
!!
I
I'

VI. Vocational Training and lannployment
One of the most Important items of the educational program of the
r
I blind, is pre-vocational training* It is because most of the blind, if
they are likely to earn their full or partial livelihood, have to depend
|: upon some kind of skillful trade. Whatever ability or intellectual achiore-
j
ments they may acclaim as being equal to that of seeing, their opportuni-
ji ties for professional careers have been very much limited in the past and
li
' much more so at present.
i
jj
With the exception of music, industrial training has been recognized
i
as an essential thing ever since the beginning of schools for the blind in
i'
|; the United States and in European countries* Perkins Institute teaches
j
manual training, gardening, poultry, shop, crafts, and piano-tuning for
': boys; the girls take up shop-crafts, sewing, dictaphone operation, and
housekeeping. These are recognized only as pre-vocational training along
with their regular class-work. After graduating from the school, Perkins
gives a year or two, as the case may be, for further preparation along vo-
cational lines. Besides this, there is a branch of work at Newbury Street,
I
Boston, called the industrial experimental station and salesroom, where
difrerent kinds of trades are tau^t. This shop is especially maintained
for those blind boss who t7 accident become blind and whose age and whose
I
ability do not permit them to be admitted to a school. Here they learn
,
weaving, brass, fancy work, rug-weaving, rattan work, and other fancy
jl
crafts. These men and boys who are at this work-shop live in their homes
I
or live according to their own arrangement in the city.
i
I
Perkins has a substantial industrial department for the adult blind at
' South Boston. Under the National Industrial SeCOTery Act, the work-shop
l i - —
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operates according to the Administrative Order X-9 which provides certain
exenptioxB to handicapped workers; the pledge of the department is as fol-
"That we will not: (l) employ minors tinder sixteen years of age,
except stch as are here for instructional purposes as approved by a
Regional Committee; (iJ) engage in d*structive price cutting or any
other unfair method of competition; {^) wilfully hamper or retard
the purposes of said Title of said Act; and that so far as possible
we will cooperate with the National Recovery Administration and
will carry out the intent and spirit of said Title of said Act,"
The main trades followed in this shop are: mattress-making, chair re-
caning, weaving and mattress-repairing. In addition to Industrial work,
the dowe Memorial Press carries all the literature of embossed plates and
prints for the blind. It manufactures most of the appliances for school
work, news bulletins, magazines, perlodicsds and books for the blind.
The result of the incorpoz^tion of the "Massachusetts Association for
I'romotlng the Ixt erest of the Adult Blind" in 190^ made it possible for the
Commonwealth of Massachusetts to pass a separate legislation to establish
"The Massachusetts Commission for the Blind" in 1906.^^*^^ The purpose of
the legislation, as reported "~—authorizing the Governor with the advlde
and consent of the council, to appoint five persons to prepre and maintain
a register of the blind in lCassachasetts~to act as a bureau of Information
and Industrial aid—to establish, equip, and maintain one or more schools
for industrial training and work-shops for the enployment of blind persons—
to devise means for the sale and distribution of the products of sxich
schools and work-shops —to ameliorate the condition of the blind by devising
means to facllitlate the circulation of books, by promoting visits among
(6ii) Perkins Institution and Massachusetts School for the Blind. Annual I
Report, 19.54; p,65
jj
(6.^) Massachusetts Commission for the Blind. Azinual Report, fdO, 1908; p«a
Ir \
I
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aged or helpless blind in their homes, and "by such other methods as it may
1
deem expedient: provided, that the Cormnission shall not -undertake the per-
manent suouort or maintenance of any "blind person. The members of the
I board shall receive no compensation for their services*"
Under the Commission's control, the following services are rendered
to adult blind people in Massachusetts
i Assistance is provided in the form of guides, clothing, vocation
i
1 trips, shopping trips, financial aid, industrial aid in the form of guides,
tools or advertising, assistance in the sale of products, employment by
division on staff, employment in work-shops, instruction by home teachers
for adult blind, and hospital care. The Commission has six work-shops for
1
1
adult blind located in Cambridge, Pittsfleld, Fall River, Worcester and
1
Lowell. The main industries that are ccirried on in these shops by men are:
broom-making of ail kinds, wet and dry mops, rag rugs and re-seating chairfl|
i
I
upholstery, pillow tops, dress goods, towels, bibs, runners, luncheon and
i
1
bridge sets by women.
1
!
!
' (64) Annual Report, Nov. ^50, 19^;5, reprinted from P.r.2; Massachusetts De-
partment of Education
i
1
t
i
i
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Best, In his study, classiHes the specific occupations through which
the blind are gainfully employed in the United States as follows:.(65)
MS
1920
Occupytions Percent
Distrlhutlon
100.00
Broom-makers
Farmers
Retail dealers
Piano tuners
Musicians and teachers of masic
Chair-caners
Hucksters and peddlers
Laborers, building and general
Agents and canvassers
Agricultural laborers
Newspaper carriers and news dealers
Clerks and salesmen
Basket workers
Clergymen
Heal estate and insurance agents
School teachers
Carpet and rug makers
Weavers
Wood sawers and choppers
Uanufactiirers and managers
Waiters and servants
Telephone operatives
Lawyers and judges
Laundry workers
Authors, editors and librarians
All others and unclassified
14.0
11.2
9.1
7.6
6.6
6.4
5.;^
^.4
2.8
2,;3
2.1
1.9
1.7
1.5
1.2
1.2
1.0
0.9
0.9
0.8
0.7
0.6
0.6
0.5
0.5
15.2
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IDICSN
1920
Percent
Occnxpatlons Dlstrt^on
inn o
QecuasvpeBs sxxQ. xcizicy^ wopa^ p
s
KkUo xcians cluci v^occeirs ox nnisxc
A A «^ 1 V A iMdCtxool beacDers
t7aiXir686e8 ana sex VetubS
Basket worters
Farmers
Laundry workers
Stenographers
Carpet and mg makers
Ageii 8 and canvassers 1.8
Bearding and lodging house keepers 1.6
AgricTiltural laborers 1.6
Telephone operatives 1.4
Retail dealers 1.1
Authors, editors and lihrarians 1.0
Semi-skilled operatives in printing 0.9
Broom-makers 0.9
Hucksters and peddlers 0.7
Clerks (exception stores) 0.6
Practical nurses and midwives 0.6
All other unclassifiahle 17.1
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Ttereierc 4,624 "bllnl persons living In Massachosetts In 19^6, Accord-
ing to the report cf the Division of the Blind they are classified tbasi^^®^
Under 5 years i^S
Between 6 and idO years 5<£i6
Between ^1 and 50 years loSO
Between 51 and 70 years 1501
Over 70 years 995
Unknown <i26
JLLtho-ugh blindness Is not totally a dlsahling condition for gainful oc-;
ctq>atlons, 3^ a greater portion of the "blind suffer without any occupation I
In coiEparlson with other physically handicapped people. The sense of sight
is considered an essential physical faculty for economic endeavor and ordi-
nary pursuit of ilfe» The changing conditions have created many difficult
problems in the placement of the blind in industry. The development of au-
tomatic machinery, and the Increased use of the conveyor belt systaQ of
production have closed many opportunities for the employment of the blind.
Thus, the blind people find themselves precluded and they are dependent uponi
society for their maintenance. It is the author's point of view that unless
general society undertakes some measures to make some definite provision for
the employment of the blind, there is not much purpose in training the sight'
less people and driving them out Into the world of economic conrpetitlon.
(66) Department of Education; reprinted from P.D. 2 pamphlet
1
'
I
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Til. Oreanizatlonsfor the Welfare of the Blind
In Massachusetts the organizations, puhlic and private, promoting the
are,
welfare of the blind/ in a certain degree, cooperative. The support and the
administrative establishment are so composed—both mean aid—that it is 1
hard to separate one from the other. These are six in number, Boston I
Metropolitan Chapter, American Bed Cross, Boston School Committee, Classes
,
1
,
for ConMrvation of Elyesight, Massachtisetts Association for Promoting Inter-
:
esteof the Adult Blind, Massachusetts Division of the Blind, Memorial Home
for the Blind, and National Braille Press.
Boston Metropolitan Chapter of American Red Cross, established in
1915, gives Braille liBtruction for teachers of the bllni and awards certi-
ficates. It assists in transcribing boolss into Braille for the blind.^®"^^
1
Boston School Committee, which is organized for the purpose of estab-
|
;
llshing classes for the conservation of eyesight, conducts fourteen classes i
{
for children with defective vision, advises children whose eye condition Is
'
\
seriously defective and sends them periodically to eye clinics for examlna-
1
j
tion and treatment.
1
Massachusetts Association for Promoting Interests of the Adtilt Blind
1
was incorporated in 190«i>. The object of this organization is to further
' the interest of blind persons in any way not already covered. It maintains
i
two houses, one for men and the other for women. These houses provide room,
board, place for employment and entertainment for a limited number of blind
men and women. The houses are opened to blind people for summer vacations
(69)
and also it provides training for a few unskliled adult blind men.^ '
1
(67) Borton Director of Social Agencies, l9S^i p. 72
(68) Ibid; p.59
(69) Ibid; pp.178-79
I
II
Massachasetts Division of the Blind was estaTjlished in 1906, In gen-
eral, it gives information regarding agencies that aid "blind persons. It
promotes home teaching for the adult blind; provides educational, industiral
and financial assistance and secures employment for hllnd men and women. 11;
cooperates with non-medical work for the prevention of "blindness, conserva-
tion of eyesi^t and care of children not provided for "by nurseries for
blind babies. ^''^^
Ifemorial Home for Blind in Worcester, Massachusetts, was established
for women in 1905 and for men in 1918. The object of this organization is
to provide homes for the aged indigent blind. Blind persons are admitted
regardless of their caste or creed provided their character, circumstances
and physical condition are satfefactory to the House Committee.^ '
ftitional Braille Press is a private organization established in the
Tear 19'<c7, The main undertaking of this association is to emboss, print
and circulate weekly news, current events and reading matter for the blind
in the United States and CsLnada. The underlying motive of this organization
is to inform the blind population of the American comnonity about the vari-
ous activities and occurrences of National and International affairs. Thus,
they may become better informed citizens of their community.^ '
There are other general social or community organizations In various
towns and cities of Masssu^faosetts that render timely assistance to blind
persons. They establish reading circles, eewlng circles, find employment,
conduct sales, promote social welfare work, provide vacation trips, print
and distribute weekly braille newspapers free of charge to the blind. In
(70) Boston Director of Social Agencies, 19c«{; pp,185-86
(71) Ibid; p.ii24
(7iJ) Ibid; p.2;i4
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this way, the local organization brings happiness and an opporttinlty of so**
!l
cial intercourse to men and women.
1!
1
1
1
r
(
1
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j
7111* General Stggnary
t
j
1, In srammarlzlng the condition of the blind in ancient times, at
^
first, they were treated very deplorably. They were shamed, shamed, and I
I removed far away from human sympathy or destroyed. In later days, they wer©
congregated in asyltmis and almshouses where they were considered a curse of
: Qod and their lives became the object of pity and charity. Some were edu-
i
cated and achieved highest places in h-uman society, but most of them were
' left in helpless condition to beg for their sustenance*
j
a The good tidings of Vaientin Hauyts successful system of tangible
characters for the blind to read by touch and the establishment of the first
public school for the blind spread far and wide throughout the world. Many
I'
I
schools for the blind cane into existence in various parts of the world and
;
popular methods of instruction became instired. Then the ed-acatlon of the
j;
blind developed into national interest rather than a private affair.
2), When the schools became effectively established, industrial and
i
professional education gained recognition from the very beginning, to make
I
II
blind people independent and useful members of the community.
Ij
|j
4. The achievement of modern medical science and the Intelligent un-
derstanding approach to various eye diseases, resulted in great progress in
I
eliminating blindess among human beings. Today, prevention of blindness
I
and training the blind for a useful occupation in society are not alone the
'1
I
interest of the schools for the blind nor are they confined to national lim-
its, but on the other hand, they are becoming a world-wide human interest*
I, 5. The State of Massachusetts has been and 1^ in fact, the pioneer of
all other states in the Union in establishing a permanent and adeqate provi-

ii
^
M '
'l
I
' sion for the education and training of all Isllnd children in the state.
I!
}i ©lere are several private comnmnity organizations functioning for the wel-
I'
fare of the blind in addition to public ones. The entire work for the blind
' is a cooperative one from every an^e and in eveiy activity of the state and
I,
:
society which is manifested in this work. I|
i
'I
I 6. Today, the problem of en^loyment and gainful occupations for visu-
ii
!
ally handicapped people is more actitaly felt and is hopelessly discouraging
i;
' because of changing conditions from the economic, industrial and social a»>
I
I
pects of human life. This is not only true in Massachusetts but everywhere
I
throughout the country, and, thou^ less effective, in European cormtries#
J
In these days of con;>etition and rush for material profit, there is llt««
I
tie chance for the blind, unless the state and society take measures to pro-
tect the labor of sightless people in the economic and industrial life of
i« the nation*
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his soldiers had brought with thenu (7o) It was not only Nebuchadnezzar* 3
PART II I«
THBi CAIPPLaP
I, Historical Backgroxmd
Paring the reign of Nebuchadnezzar, the Balorlonlans captured the Israelf*
tes and carried them to Shinar to build the empire to new grandeur. When
King Nebuchadnezzar examined his captl-^es, he shuddered with great anger
and fear upon seeing crippled children among them and wondered what demons
attitude that a crippled condition resulted from one^s being possessed by
evil spirits or demons, but it is tnxe that the same old traditional feeling
remains tinshattered in the minds of many nations today » This idea, however,;
changed to a certain extent in some of the civilized countries when Darwin
expoxmded the theory of organic evolution. Today sociologists define the
cripple as "a person whose nnscular movements are so far restricted by ac-
cident or disease as to affect his capacity for self-support,"*^
There is in Leviticus, an early record concerning the physically handi-
capped, which shows how the Hebrews treated their cripples. The law
reads as, ''Whosoever he be in their generations that hath any blemish, let
him not approach to offer the bread of his Grod. For whosoever man he be
that hath a blemish, he shall not aporoachl a blind man, or a lame, or he
that hath a flat-nose, or anything superfluous, or a man that is broken-
footed or broken-handed or crook-backed, or a dwarf, or hath a blemish in
his eye, or be s^^ry, or scabbed,—he shall eat of the bread of his God-
lonely he shall not go in unto the vail, nor come nl^ unto the altar, be-
Tt^J jj,t, E.IaJ -The Care of the Crippled Child; pp-1-5
(74) Abt, H.iS. : Tne Care of the Crippled Child; p,7. (Definition referred
from tne Census of Cripples in Birmingham, England, 1911)
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canae he has a "blemish," This passage of law shows how cripples were
ostracized in the ancient Hebrew community.
There is a traditional disliks for the physically handicapped among
human beings. In ancient times, the people disliisd cripples because of
their imperfect physical condition; and thought them an ill omen and burden
i
tcysociety. Further, they were not useful to armies so such persons were
ostracized, sacrificed to gods, or destroyed. The Spartans esqposed their
defective babies on moxmtain tops, Homan law demanded the pater families
to destroy his children.^ '''^^
Then, ttaare are some evidences that Jewish benevolence as well as Hindu
laws made some provision for the care of the afflicted and deformed chil-
dren. Especially Buddha, one of the great masters of the East watched with
great compassion over the unforttmate condition of the sick, the sorrowful,
I
aid the afflicted, and summoned the attention of the whole world for their
benefit.
During the medieval period, the crippled were cruelly exploited for
the purpose of amusement and the courts of Europe were frequently enter-
tained by deformed jesters and fools. Beggars often made slaves of crippJe4
il
children to exhibit their deformities in public places and on roadways to
gain sympathy from people and thus profit t&eir beggary, ^^"^^
An initial law providing some specific care for cripples was passed in
England d\Lring the reign of Queen Elizabeth in 1601. Then about two hundred!
and thirty years later an institution for crippled children was started at
j
Bavaria, "The Eoyai Bavarian School and Home for Crippled Children" in 18;s2,
(76) Leviticus XX,Itl7-ii^>
(76) Abt. E. E.: Ttie Care of the Crippled Child; p,7
(77) Abt, H, E.: The Care of the Cripoled Child; p.9
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From Bavaria, the moveimt rapidly spread throTighout the Baropean cotmtrieei
( 78
)
Germany, France, England, Swltxerland, and Italy.^
In 1872 Hans Kimdson, a Lutheran clergyman, started an Industrial in-
stitute for crippled children in Copafaagen, He developed a new and special
form of industrial work for congenital criiDples who were horn without hands
or were crippled otherwise. Knudson*8 system was at once followed through-
(79)
out European countries and foxmd very useful. Almost all those early
schools started for the care and training of the crippled people were pri-
vate enterprises and were later aided or taken over by local or central
governments. Although -England made some provision for the instruction of
the crippled children, she did not follow any thorough system as did Den-
mark, France, and Germany appeared to "be far hehlnd any of the above men-
tioned countries in the interest of the cripples. ^^^^
In the United States, the Hospited for the Raptured and Crippled was
opened in New Tork City in I860. The first American Home for tB Care of
Crippled Children was established in Philadelphia in 1884.^®'''^
It appears that the State of Massachusetts as the leader and pioneer
in almost all cases of physically and mentally handicapped children opened
the first school for the crippled on this side of the Atlantic. Then the
rest of the states followed its exasople. Prior to this no school for crip-
pled children had been established in America. It was when physicians dis-
covered the great crying need of taking care of crippled children who were
discharged from hospitals that the idea of starting a school for these chil-
(78) Abt, H. E.: The Care of the Crippled Child, p.9
(79) The First Annual Eeport of Industrial School for Crippled Children,
(80) Ibid; T>po-4 Boston; p.
2
(81) Xbt, :H,.J,: The Care of the Crippled Child; p«8
I
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dren was conceived. Because of their physical Inahlllty to attend the jnih-
11c school, they were left In a helpless condition to often join the ranks
of "beggars. With the kind assistance and efforts of an organized group of
genaous volxinteer friends in Boston, some money was raised to Institute a
manual training class for crippled children in this city. The aim of this
organization is to help crippled children in every way to become self-
supporting and thus develop them into useful citizens of the comnonity.
At the beginning the office of the corporation formed under chapter
one hundred and fifteen of the public statutes of the Commonwealth of liassa*
chusetts read: .
"Be It known that whereas E. Plerson Beebe, Joseph S. Blgelow, E. H.
Bradford, Elliot 0. Bracket t, Augustus Thomdlke, E» H. Clement and
George B. Upham have associated themselves with the intention of
forming a corporation xmder the name of *The Industrial School for
Crippled and Deformed Children,' for the purpose of promoting the
education and special training of crippled and deformed children
and have complied with the provisions of the statutes of this Com-
monwealth in such case made and provided as appears from the ceiti-
ficate of the President, Treasurer, Secretary and Trustees of ssid
Corporation, duly approved by the Commissioner of corporation and
recorded in this office,
"Now, therefore, I, William M. Olin, Secretary of the Commonwealth
of Massachusetts, do hereby certify thfit said E. Plerson Beebe,
Joseph S. Bigelow, E. H. Bradford, Elliot G« Brackett, Augustus
Thorndlke, E. H. Clement and George B. Upham, their associates and
successors are legally organized and established and are hareby made
an existing corporation under the name of 'The Industrial School for
Crippled and Deformed Children,' with the powers, rights, and privi-
leges, and subject to the limitations, duties, and restrictions which
by law appertain thereto," March a6. 1894.
In this way the first corporation for the education and training of
crippled children was established in March 1894 and the first school in the
United States came into existence. The school work began October 4, 1894,
(82) Thirty-ninth Annual Report, p.4
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at St, Andrews* Parish Hoxise, Boston, with eight pupils tmder the care of
li a teacher*
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II« Crlppleness and Crippled Defined
In defining the word "cripple", we find that all crippled people do
not diverge or differ much from the normal to a degree that they would be-
come special problems. The conditions of crlppleness range just as in the
case of the deaf or the blind or any other physical affliction from the per-
son who is lacking a little less than the natural las of skeletical muscles
to a person who is confined to his wheel chair or bed. Therefore, it is
necessary to have a definite definition so as to distinguish those children
who need unusual physical care and educational and vocational training from
those who do not need any special consideration.
The following definitions are adopted by various committees and etate
surveys:
Massachusetts Survey—1931:
"A crippled child, for the purpose of this survey, is one who does
not have the normal use of bones and muscles for education and work.K ^
New York Survey—19ii5:
"A crippled child is one whose activity is, or due to a progressive
disease may become, so far restricted by 1®, defect or deformity of
bones or muscles as to reduce his normal capacity for education or
self-support. "^84;
White House Committee:
"A crippled child is one, under twenty-one years of age, who by rea«4
son of congenital or acquired defects of development, disease or wound,
is, or may be reasonably expected to become deficient in the use of his
body or limbs (an orthopedic cripple) including hare-lip, cleft palate
,j
and some other handicaps yielding to plastic stirgery, and excluding
physical difficulties wholly of sight, hearing or speech, and those af-|
fecting the heart primarily, and also excluding serious mental or iup?&l
abnormalities unless found in conjtmction with orthopedic defects."^ '
1
1
(8^) Number and Care of Crippled Children. Department of Public Welfare;
1 Dec. 19;6l; f401; p.liJ.
' (84) Quoted in the Handicapped Child; White House Conference; report 196^;
j
(85) Ibid; p.l99 p,ki9
1
i
i
i
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Farther, the White House Conference with the suggestion of the commit-
tee on physical and cbntal aspects of handicaps adopted another definition
in order to differentiate "between children who need a special educational
( 86 )program and those who do not.^
"A child eligible to attend a special class for crippled children
is one who by reason of congenital or acquired defects of development,
disease or accident, is, or may he expected to become deficient in the
use of body or limb—an orthopedic cripple, who cannot attend the regu-
lar school classes with safety and profit during the period of phy-
sical rehabilitation, mental training and social adjustment.
"A child for whom physicians or s-orgeons have recoiaaended the daily
care of nurses or physiotherapists.
"A child who must have transportation service to reach school.
"A child who needs specialized attention in vocational guidance,
training and placement.
"A child handicapped by cardie complications.
"A child who requires plastic surgery (for hare-lip or cleft palate)
usually followed by muscle training or speech training."
In fact, a crippled child does not by any means possess a lack of mexf
tal, emotional, and social needs any more than any other child. On account
of his primary iihysical handicap, the crippled child, however, finds himself
in a difficult life situation which somewhat prevents his coping with his
;
fellows. Special education and training according to the nature and condi-
j
tion of the crippled child, opens a great opportunity for normal and whole-
I
some adjustment of his life in society.
(86) The Handicapped Child; Tffhite House Conference; 19;3S; p.iiiO.
J tit
y;!^
.
-nr rrrt to »o#l'»t»vro c
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III. The General Caxises and Treatmeit of Cripples
In atteii?)ting to discover the cHuses of crippleness among children and
to classify the same, we find there is a wide range of opinion. Although
an abundance of effective study and work has been accomplished by various
states and special committees In the United States, especially since 1916,
for the purpose of determining how children become crippled, it still re-
Dialns an unsolved, mysterious problem. Uiss Reeves classifies crippling
conditions among young children into two main divisions: "maimed" and "di-
seased." Further, she explains that maimed condition is the result of in-
fantile paralysis, through congenital deformities or through accident ex-
cluding those children with bone tuberculosis as coiQ>ared with children who
have become deformed throu^ rickets, which may be safely arrested through
surgical treatment and permitting such children to move about as freely as
they are physically able,^®'*^
Miss Mabel Smith of the Ohio Department of Welfare, classifies crippled
children, as the diseased including victims of "surgical" tuberculosis and
other less frequently active conditions. Iherefore, she groups them as ccn-i
genital crippled, traxunatically crippled, and those suffering from acquired
defects of development.^®®^
The White House Conference on Child Health Protection points out throu^
its various surveys that the main causes of crippling among children are in-
fantile paralysis, boiB tuberculosis and rachitis—together with congenital
deformities,^®®^ But the Massachusetts Department of Public Welfare's in-
quiry into the condition of crippled children in the state revealed the fol-
(87) Reeves, Edith: Care and Education of Crippled Children; p.iiO
(88) Abt, H<Z. : The Care, Cure and Education of the Crippled Child; p«i2
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lowing as principle causes: infantile paralysis, spastic paralysis, congen-
ital deformities^ and bone and joint tuberculosis^^^^
In viewing the various available facts concerning the causes of crip-
pleness and the effects, it is found that they differ decidedly from one
another* This shows the inadequacy of data on this subject. "Truth,** said
William James, ''is always, 'in so far forth*;" so stands the mystery of the
causes of crippleness among young children. However, the Massachusetts sur-^
vey of 1931 shows in the following chart the causes of crippling conditions
among 6,141 crippled children in the state*
(90) Department of Public Welfare House, #401; p.20
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Tbe Principle Causes of Crippling Conditions among the Children
In MaesachoBette
Dec* 19;5l
(91)
B
Causes of Crlppleness
Permanently
Handicapped
Improvable Per cent
Handicap
Infantile Paralysis l,05iJ 1,097 04*99
Spastic Paralysis 614 4;5o 17.05
Congenital deformities oil 4o0 12.07
BoiB and joint tuherculosls 11.28
Obstetrical paralysis 2^7 267 8.21
Traumatic deformities 214 78 4.46
Other deforaitles* 89 l,iai;4
Oeteonyelitld 58 104 2.64
Scoliosis 76 75 ^.46
Arthritis 42 as 1.09
Not diagnosed 24 40 1.04
Progressive paralysis 7 51 .91
Total <),080 ;»,061 100.00
A. Cases including from the slight to marked handicapped
B. Cases including from the improvable to the doubtful and unstated
handicapped.
• Causes including severe rickets, arcronodoplasic, fragllitas, oss
spetlc Joints, brodies abscess, sarcoma, hoemophllia, tumor of
spine, hydrocephalus with paralysis, ischaemlc paralysis,
Frledreichs disease, post-encephalltic paralysis.
iuii^
(91) Final Report of the Department of Welfare; pp,a0-<:5.
I
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Non-crlppllng Defects among Crippled Children
777 im.eS of 6,141 caeee)^^*^^
It
Causes
• 1 >
Infantile paralysis 95 6 4 10 1 4 4 1
Spastic Paralysis sa ,^ 5 1 27 58 38 8 7
Cbstetricai paralysis in 5
Progressive paralysis 6 1
Bone and Joint tuberculosis 19 8 1 <d
Osteon^elitls Yd 1 1 1 1
Arthritis 1 1
Congenital deformities ^1 1 no 5 5 1 2
Tramatlc deformities 7 1 6
Other deformities 7 2 1 10 2
Scoliosis in 1 1 1
Not diagiosed 1 «^ 5 1
Total 249 11 10 66 8 50 10 9
(92) Pinal Heport of the Department of Welfare; pp,26-ii7.

The treatment and after care are coneldered the most Important feature^
in the Institutions for crippled children. No other physical handicap
causes such a tragic and helpless condition in a child as that of heing
maimed or diseased. His struggle for life is unbearable. In fact, the
treatment of crippled childr^i depends upon the nature and the extent of
the handicaps involved. Children who have no active disease, after succe«8*+
I
ful operative measures have been properly employed, may return to their
j
homes provided they hftve the opportunity for fregaent dispensary attendance
|
and ad^stment of braces and appliances* In this case, they may attend degr
classes for crippled children in the public school. The incurable cases or
the hopelessly deformed children from birth should, however, have permanent
care. The best possible way for giving treatment to such children is in
asylum homes. Children suffering from joint tuberculosis should necessariljf
!
be cared for in convalescent hospitals because they need very constant aiper4
vision and treatment by nurses and physicians. Miss Heeves points out very
specifically the following fotir important points for the care and treatment
of crippled children.
"First,—^What is the physical condition of the child who is being con^
sidered?" In connection with this point, the important points should
be noted are the nature of the physical condition of the child and the
most desirable place for the child's comfort and improvement,
"Second,—What kind of home has the child, and what kind of care will
he receive if he does not go to an institution?** Here one has to con-
sider the condition of the house, food, fresh air, and the probable in-
telligence of his parents in caring for the child and in carryii^ out
the doctor's orders.
"Third, --What degree of physical supervision will the child have if
he remains at home instead of going to an institution?" In this point,
the consideration wholly depends upon the efficient systan of visiting
nurses and ade(|iate oversi^t of the case.
(9o) Heeves, Edith: Care and Sducatlon of Crippled Child; p.ic;4.
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"Fourth, --What are the standards of the institution to which the child
may "be sent?" In this connection the fact remains upon the quality and
the virtxie of the establishment and the atmosphere of an institution
that would train a child to meet "better things, life situations. That
is, the institution should, however, create and reflect a wholesome
normal home life for a child so that he may attain a better place in
his community life."
The elements of greatest importance in all intitutlons, hospitals or
convalescent homes for crippled children are the environmental atmosphere
and the proper provision for continued care. The physiological sufferings
and pains m^ be readily changed by an attractive place of hope, cheer,
laughter and comfort, "The word •cripple* is unknown," says Abt, "when sun-
ll^t, fresh air and pleasant surroundings, as well as toys, amusements,
books, companionship and bedside instruction in occupational therapy are
made available in the greatest possible degree."^^^^ This is essentially
true in all distressed and diseased conditions of human life.
(94) Abt, H.E.: The Care of the Crippled Child; p.45.
1
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IV« Schools for Crippled
A. Private Residential Schools
Out of nine Institutions in Massachusetts, four schools are supported |
by private enterprises and voluntary subscriptions and contributions. These
are: The Berkshire School for Crippled Children in Plttsfield; The Indus-
j
trial School for Crippled and Deformed Children in Boston; The ITew Sngland
Peabody Home for Crippled Children in Newtcm; The Sol-el-Mar Hospital in
South Dartmouth.
The Berkshire School for Crippled Children in Plttsfield is under the
I
auBlces of the society for crippled and deformed children of Berkshire county,
r
;
This school admitspuplls from 6 to 14 years of age with normal mental ability
,
and those who are able to move about without special care. The school ac-
I cepts fees in the case of parents who can afford to pay for the maintenance
. of their children. The physical care of the children is under the supervi-
I sion of a skilled orthopedic surgeon. The school curriculum includes aca-
i|
l'
demic work and vocational training, such as toy-making, creative designing,
:;
carpentry, drafting, machine shopwork, and printing. It endeavors to prepare
ail its pupils to earn their living.^^^^
The Industrial School for Crippled and Deformed Children in Boston is
a free charitable day school. This school is supported "by voluntary contri-'j
I
butlons and income from investments. The physical ailments of children who
j
[
attend this school are under the supervision of a medical staff and nurses, '
Transportation and mid-day meals are furnished "by the school. The academic
|
training of the school is as outlined by the Boston public schools. Voca- '!
----------------- ^ I'
(95) Final Report of the Department of Public Welfare; p. ^6,
I
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tional training is given in weaving, paper cutting, clay modeling, sloyd,
and basketry for yoxinger pupils. For older pupils, printing, llnotyiB operat[f
iag, bookbinding, typewriting, office practice, stenography, wood-working,
cabinet-making, sewing, linen embroidery, cane-seating, cobbling, and cook-
The New England Peabody Home for Crippled Children in Newton is another
privately endowed school for crippled children. It admits children up to
twelve, but no pulmonary tuberculosis cases are admitted. This school is
connected with the hospital and thiis provides both medical and educational
advantages for the children. Parents of these children are expected to pay
whatever they can for the support, but most of the pupils are cared for free
of charge. ^^'''^
The Sol-e-Uar Hospital in South Dartmouth is a department of St. Lukeifl
Hospital in New Bedford. Children with pulmonary complaints, those with a
history of venereal infection and those who are mentally defUent are not
admitted. The age limit is fourteen. A full medical staff and orthopedic
surgeons are in attendance. Physiotherapy measures are given as per in-
struction of medical officers. The City of Kew Bedford maintains a school
department at Sol-e-Mar in which instruction is given in masic, sewing,
basketry and sloyd work.^^®^
B. Public Hospital Schools
Other than those orivately supoorted schools, there are five institutions
in Massachusetts which are supported by the state. These are: The Lakevil]
State Sanatorium in Middleboro, Massachusetts; Hospital School in Canton;
The Walter Temald School at Waverley; Wrentham State School at Ifrenthamt
(96) ^Flnal Report of the Department of Public "elfare; p.^.
(97) Ibid; p.^8. C98) Ibid; p.^8.
I
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Belchertoim State School.
The feeble-minded crippled children of the state are placed in the
Walter £• Fernald School at Waverley, the Wrentham State S chool, and the
Beichertown State School. Feeble-minded crippled children with sufficient
mental ability and who *e able to walk, are admitted to regular school
classes. Those who are otherwise deficient or below the standard are given
instruction in the house in which they live. Those children who attend
regular classes go for manual and occupational training to the industrial
department, but those who are too crippled have their manual and occupap-
tional training carried on in the building in which they live. Industrial
tredning which is given for these diildren includes basketry, broom-making,
woodworking, handweaving, rug-making, painting, spool-knitting, crocheting
and embroidery. The boys who are slightly handicapped do weeding and farm-
Ing; while the girls attend household duties*^ ^
There are quite a number of crippled children found in Inst i tution»
which are not designed for them. Those institutions or hospitals that admit
crippled children are: Perkins Institution for the Blind; Westfield State
School; State Infirmary; and North Heading Ssnatorlum*
According to Massachusetts State Law, and the act of 19;30, provision
was made to instruct crippled children in their homes who are unable to at-
tend either the public or the special school for crippled children. This
arrangement is made through local public school departments.^
(99) Final Report of the Department of Public Welfare; p. ^9
(100) Oeneral Laws, Chapter 71, section 46A as amended by act of 1930; '
Chapter ^68,
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y> Educational System
In Massachusetts, the system of educating crippled children Is a recog-f
nlzed part of the Department of Public Education. There Is a substantial
provision made for the care and protection of these unfortunate children.
Massachusetts state law reads as follows: Section 2 (as amended 19;51,
o94- 1^9)(3^0A):
"——No physical or mental condition capable of correction or ren-
dering the child a fit subject for special Instruction at public
charge In Institutions other than public day schools, shall avail as
a defence unless It appears that the defendant has employed all rea-
sonable measures for the correction of the condition and the suitable
Instruction of the child.'*
Then again, section 46A (enacted 19;60, ^68; 1952, 159) on the Instrttc-
tlon of physically handicapped chllaren^-^0'=^)
:
"The school committee of every town shall anmaily ascertain, under
regulations prescribed by the department andtitie commission of public
welfare, the number of children of school age and resident therein who
are physically handicapped. In any town where, at the beginning of
any school year, there are five or more children so physically handi-
capped as to make attendance at a oublic school not feasible, and who
are not otherwise provided for, the school conmittee shall, and in
ajty town where there are less than five such children may, en?>loy a
teacher or teachers, on full or part time, who shall, with the ap-
proval in each case of the department and the said commissioner, of-
fer instruction to said children in their homes or at such places and
under such conditions as the committee may arrange."
A recognition of special instruction for the crippled children by the
public is a great step toward the well-being of this afflicted group. Crip-
pled children, however, caimot very well be included in regular public scho<tL
classes attended by healthy children. At present, in Massachusetts, two
different systems of schooling are oovided for these children; one is resi-
dential and the other is connected with daer schooli, public school or pri-
vate. attended by children who live in their own homes.
(101) General Laws relating to Education; p.42
UOa) Ibid; p.k?2.
II
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ITtie school room equipments for crippled children are different from
those of the public school. The building is equipped with "broad stairways
at easy distances; large elevators, the haii, floors, and stairs are cov-
ered with strips of rubber or cork; toilets, lavatories and waterclosets
are conveniently adjusted. In the school rooms, the seats and desks are
constructed in such a fashion that one or both sides can be dropped accord-
ing to the convenience of the child. In some of the s chools, the ordinary
non-adjustable desks and seats like those in the public school rooms are
used. Supervision by a school nurse or caretakers during transportation is
another special provision made for crippled children.
The consideration of curriculum for crippled children is always
modeled after that of the regular public school system—there sire practic-
ally no differences in the means, methods or content of subject matter
taught in the schools for crippled children from those of the public school,
The special classes for crippled children are always smaller than the regu-
lar classes and the iniividual child receives closer attention than the
child in the public school, fhis individual attention, however, enables
the crippled child to conrolete his classwork and eqial his time lost by
sickness and by other periodic treatments. The hours of class periods are
short with a periodic intermission of rest and theropedic exercises or luncljil.
There is considerable variety of schedule in the special classes for the
crippled children and more flexibility in the grading of pupils. The repor^
of the Massachusetts Hospital School for 191«d states on page 16:
"Promotions are made freely from group to group at any time during
the year, when the pupil shows evidence of ability to do the work of
the class next above him."
Since the mental ability of crippled children is as variant as that of nor-
I
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mal children, in almost ail schools for crippled children, provision is made
for their academic training according to their ability. The slow, dull
%^ groups, mentally deficient, blind and deaf crippled children, are admitted
in special schools which are especially designed according to their major
defects*
There are three Irs ti tutions in Idassachusetts having rooms especially
desigaed for the conducting of outcloor classes. In Massachusetts Hospital
School, the classes are held on open platforms with only one solid wail and
other sides with tight broad railings, ^^^"^^ The children sit in "collapsi-
ble box-like" chairs with warm clothing, knit caps, and heavy blankets, Thi
Industrial School for Crippled and Deformed Children in Boston has an out-
door class room. It is built in monitor foim with movable windows in two
sides and a substantial roof. The seats are the same fashion as used in th«
Massachusetts Hospital School. Pittsburgh has a similar outdoor school
(i04)building of simple style.
In the hospital s chools, and in sanitariums, the school work is alwaysj
incidental to the physical care of the children. It is considered a small
|
amount of class work introduced to amuse and occupy the attention of chil-
li.
dren. But in convalescent hospitals, the children attend regular schools.
(iO;^) Eeevee; The Care and Education of the Crippled Children; p,5o
(104) Ibid; p,55.
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VI « Vocational Training and Employment
The instruction In pre-vocatlonal and occupational arts for crippled
children has permanent physical values as well as vocational merits. It
trains crippled and deformed children in the use of their muscles which
might otherwise remain useless and at the same time, it guides them in the
preparation for a profitable existence. The scope, therefore, lies in the
development of special educational provisions for crippled children along
occupational training.
A statement in the discussion of the treatment of crippled children by
j
V7arrington Howard in the English Charity Organization Review for September
|
1909 quoted by Miss Reeves, reveals some of the ixnportant and vital points
as to the vocational aspects of these handicapped children, which la as fol-
lows:
"If these young people can feel they are doing some useful work and
especially if they are exerd. sing some developed talent or skill,
they are at once raised to a much happier plane of life, and their
work acts as a tonic both to mind and body. One us^M. result is that
their attention is diverted from their ailments and Incapacity, and
this helps to neutralize the. painful self-consciousness which often
aggravates their suffering."^ '
When the special schools for crippled children in l&tssachosetts admit
a child, the condition of such a child is well studied from every point of
view. If the disability of the child is temporary, he is placed in a class
where he is enabled to keep his standing equal to the chilaren of his own
age, in the public schools; otherwise, he is guided to take up some handwork
or vocational training according to his own choice. This kind of program, how-
ever, enables crippled children to choose and adjiist through wise guidanoe
for a life career according to their abilities and disabilities.
ji
(105) Reeves: Care and Education of Crippled Children; p«63« il
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In speaking of special occupational training for crippled children for
more effective living. Reeves points out two important factors worthy of
cons ideration:
First, "the simpler forms of industrial work, as well as grade class
work, have "been used chiefly for the sake of arousing an interest in
definite work of any sort which makes the child an easier object of
care and perhaps indirectly facilitates physical cure,"
Second, "some people urge the occupational training of crippled
children because they desire to lift from the charitable public part
of the present burden of supporting cripples. It is believed that
many crippled children who would otherwise be entirely dependent
can be taught occupations by which they can earl?' part of their own
support. "^J-OS^
A strong argument for the vocational and indsutrial training of crip-
pled children is now becoming universally recognized. This type of training
enables crippled people to gain a new, normal outlook on life. It is the
means through which they bridge the gap between thenaelves and the outer
world, which will eventually tend to increase their happiness.
(106) Reeves: Care and Education of Crippled Children; p.6iJ.
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The f cilowing vocational or occtipational arts are taught in various schools
for crippled children in Massachusetts:
For Boys ior triris
1* Basketry !• Basketry
Book-binding 2, Cooking
'6» Broom-making '6» Creative designing
4. Carpentry 4. Bnbroidery
5. Ca2D>seating 5. Housekeeping
6. Cohbling 6. Linotype operating
7. Drafting 7. Proof-reading
8. Kachine shop work 8. Sewing
9. Printing 9. Stenography
10. Proof-reading 10. Weaving
11. Toy-making 11. Toy-making
Id. Woodworking 12. typewriting
13. Weaving 13. Woodworking
In regard to employment, the Commonwealth of Massachusetts, Division of
Vocational Education, Behahilitation Section, has a permnent establishment
to aid handicapped people "both in vocational training and placement. The
vocational training is offered free of charge to those who may take advan-
tage of it and affords the handicapped person the opportunity to re-estahlii|
hinself and to "become an Independent, self-supporting and worthy citizenl^^'
It furnishes maintenance daring the rehabilitation period. It is considered
not a charity but an extension of the public school system.
The Department of Rehabilitation studies carefully each handicapped
person as an individual and plans a program that will meet that Indlvidual's
needs. It makes a thorough inoruiry of each Individual case as to his abil-
ity, disability, education, natural aptitudes, opportunities for employment
in his particxilar field of work and many other allied factors involved. (108)
Farther, the aforesaid department cooperates with all Federal Boards of Vo-
catlonal Education and other local organizations of industrial concern. Fl-
(107) The Commonwealth of Massachasetts, Division of Vocational iiducation
and Rehabilitation; p.is. (108) Ibid;
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nally, it secures jobs for handicapped people in which they have "been
trained and follow their cases -ontil th^ are permanently adjusted. Such a
Department in Boston is located at <J0 Somerset Street.
According to the final report of the Department of Public Welfare rela^
tive to the success of crippled children "being placed in industrial occupa-
tions, it is recorded as 54^ good; 19^ fair; la^^ nearly poor; 8^ unknowni"*"^^
'
From the ahore mentioned factors, we can come to realize that industrial
training for crippled children proves to he of greatest advantage not only t:i
cripples alone "but to society as a whole.
(109) Department of Public Welfare, December 1951; p«78
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YII« Organizations for the General Welfare of the Cripples
Organizations Interested In the treatment and education of crlppM
children In Massachusetts are numerous. The Important establishments are;
The Shrlners* Hospital for Crippled Children, Children's Island Sanitariunv
Children's Sunlight Hospital, The Harvard Infantile Paralysis Commission,
and Hospital Cottages for Children, etc.
The Shriners' Hospital for Crippled Children, located at Springfield,
is deTJted entirely to conditions of orthopedic surgery. Children of normal
mental ability under fourteen years of age are admitted without any distinc-
tion of nationality or creed. No payment is expected from parents or guardilf
ans. This hospital is supported throu^ a yearly assessment of all members
of the Order of the Mystic Shrine. It renders services to out-patients and
local children not requiring hospitalization,^'*'^^^
Children's Island Sanitarium on Lowell Island in Marblehead Harbor, is
opened during the summer months and offers free convalescent care to chil-
dren from Boston and vicinity. The special treatment given in this sani-
tarium is for tuberculous joints and the after effects of infantile paralyisls.
The patients are sent to this hospital on recommendations coming through the
1 following sources: doctors, social service departments of hospitals, dis-
pensaries and schools
Children's Sunli^t Hospital in Scituate gives free convalescent care
during the summer months to children suffering from the after effects of in-
|| fantile paralysis and bone tuberculosis* Patients are received from all so-
cial agencies, Boston hospitals and private individuals. No distinction is
(110) Pinal Report of Department of Public Welfare; p,71
(111) Ibid; p. 72.
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made as to race or religion.^
^
Hospital cottages fa: children at Baldwinville are organized to care
for, train, and treat the diseased, maimed, feeble-minded, destitute, and
orphan child trnder fourteen years of age, No contagious patients are ad-
mitted to the hospital. Although it is a charitable organization, it ex-
pects fees from the f oilowing sources: parents, friends, town or settlement
«r state; a few free beds are available for very poor pati ents,^
The Harvard Infantile Paralysis Commission is an organization to pro-
vide physiotherapy treatments for those suffering from infantile paralysis.
The central clinic is located at the Children's Hospital, ;500 Longwood
Avenue, Boston, This Commission has fifteen branches in various towns and
cities in Massachusetts whose function it is to cooperate with other local
agencies, ^•'^^^
Hospitals in Massachusetts maintaining clinics for diagnosis and treat4
ment of crippled conditions are thirty-two in nunt-er. These clinics are lo-j
cated in twenty cities and towns in the State of Massachusetts, In five of
the larger city hospitals there are schools or classes for cripoled childreii
Hospital schools are conducted as a part of the public school system in the
following cities: Boston, Fall Hiver, New Bedford, Springfield and Wor-
cester.^ ^'•^^
Besides the above mentioned organizations there are several non-
professional social and community agencies and clubs interested in crippled
children which provide homes, stunmer cainps and rides for poor and needy
manifested
children. In general, there is more interest and attention /for crippled
'I
(11^) Final Report of the Department of Public Welfare; p. 72.
I
(11^) Directory of Social Agencies; p. 156.
Cli4) Final Eeport of the Department of Public Welfare; p.7ii.
Cil5) Ibid; p.75.
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children than for any other physically handicapped children.
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VIII» A General Stumaary
1« Prior to the year 1851, the appearance of crippled and deformed
children among human heings was considered as a sign of ill omen. People
often thoTi^t they were possessed "by demons and that the crippled children
were mercilessly put to death or ostracised, The imperfect physical ap-
pearance of these children was traditionally and "onsympathetically looked
upon as an object of pity and dislike in the homes as well as in the comma-
nity. Sonetimes they were employed to entertain royal courts and at other
times they became a source of gainfal beggary,
<i. When Bavaria had established the first school for the crippled
children in IS^^ this news soon spread throughout European countries and
finally to America. Some of the physicians in Boston were among the first
to realize the helpless condition of the crippled children who were left in i
their care, A private organization was formed in Boston to help the children
who were turned from the hospital treatment. Later, an institution was es-
1
tablished by the contributions of some of the citizens of Boston to care foif
and educate the crippled children of Massachusetts.
3, TlJhen the school in Boston took its permanent footing in the soil,
the State of Ilassachusetts took the responsibility of enumerating all the
crippled children in the state and permanently provided a free and compul-
sory education for all such children within the state. There are four pri-j
vate and five public hospital schools in Massachusetts for crippled chil-
dren,
4, All special schools for crippled children in Massachusetts have di-
rect connection with medical departments and clinics in the state. This
close connection, however, makes possible not only the protection of the
1 1
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health of the children, "but it also serves as an InvaluaMe source for dis-
covering the varions causes of crippleness among young children. Today ji
these are, in various associations and commission in the State of Massachu- |i
setts, promoting their causes for prevention of crippleness in Massachusetto,
li
through the cooperation of the state, ij
i
I
5. Almost ail the crippled children who are attending schools in Mass-^|
achusetts are provided with a special training in vocational or industrial
lines according to their ability. Some of the children of unusual mental
ability are encouraged to pursue their studies in the schools of higher
learning.
6. Gkiinful enployment among crippled children is a great problem
which is actually discouraging to those who are engaged to help the crip-
pled children. It is not only because of the depression, or competitive
attitude of the indastrlal world, but it is also because the marked mani-
festation of imperfect physical condition deprives them of the opportunity
to serve as workers. Therefore, the problem of the placement of a crippled
child after his training needs careful investigation and additional study
by the state.
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PART lY
Author* s Greneral Impression of the Work
Done In Behalf of the Physically Handlcauped
Children In Massachusetts
I» Massachasetts Early Pioneer Period
Undoubtedly, Massachasetts may fairly claim to "be the foremost and out-
standing state In the entire Union to make sxich substantial provision for
the protection and education of physically and mentally handicapped children.
In fact, Massachusetts with the cooperation of other New Snglsmd states IriL-
tiated almost all the philanthropic and charitable Institutions and later
generously extended help to all other states In America. The beginning of
. the first school for the deaf at Hartford was In many respects credited to
the generous contribution and true efforts of some ofthe citizens of Massa-
chusetts. The first oral school established to Instract the deaf to speak
|
ajA read lips was in Massachusetts, which has since gained unusual popularity
throughout the Union. The establishment of the first school in the country'
for the education of the blind was in Massachusetts and this has had the
same effect. When the instruction and training of the deaf and blind became
popular in this country, the idea of caring for crippled, deformed, and
feeble-minded children dawned first in the minds of the people in Massachu-
setts. The first institutions started in America for instructing crippled
ead feeble-minded children were located in Massachusetts. It appears that |
the people of Massadiusetts characterized by their initiative, generosity,
and courage, faced many obstacles and disappointments but with strong per-
severance held to their noble task until their ambitions for establishing
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permanent provisions for these handicapped children were realized by the '
I
commanity and the state. Today, it is true that the pioneering spirit and 'l
I
service of noble men and women of the State of Massachusetts is an everlast-
j
ing memorial not only to this state but to the United States as a whole and
I, to the world at large. Today, the handicapped child has the right to claim,
I
as any other child, protection and training for citizenship.
I
li, Development of Special Education
The deyelopment of work for handicapped children In Massachusetts is a
vital problem of the consnunlty and the state. Steps have been taken during
the last one hundred years to organize and systematize the work. Today
there is an increasing mamber of private and state and community organiza-
tions functioning for the purpose of promoting a constructive program for
interest in the afflicted children of the state. Little by little every
branch of interested organizations established for different motives is now
coordinating its activities to help handicapped people as a whole. No dif-
ference of opinion or purpose, difference of race or nationality, class or
creed is manifested among people working in the interest of the handicapped
or in the institutions where such children are tsnight.
The integration of allied interest among the workers of the handicapped
and the educators of the Commonwealth shows a true manifestation of the won4
derfxil progress made in the instruction and training of these children so
that they may be better prepared to meet the normal standards of human life*
Several research experiments are now under way in different schookand univ-|
ersitles of this and other states. The time appears ripe for greater pro-
gress in discovering the causes of certain handicaps and the means of pre-
venting or aiding such handicaps through practical methods of education and
!|
medicine. The age-long belief that most of the woes of the world are Inevltjj-
able is no longer the belief of educators of the handicapped. The instruc-
|j
tion of handicapped children, therefore, is in no way considered different o
more ueeless than that of the instruction of the normal children. Special
schools for handicapped children in Massachusetts are gradually adopting
the progressive scheme of the public school system. Progressive education

l
i
1] I
I
appears to be breaking away from conformity and the old traditions of educa-
I
tlonal procedure. It is adapting the school program to the individual chile
I on the presumption that intimate environmental training has more value than
\
the curriculum. Irom my experience, this new scheme of progressive educa-
i
I
tlon is very appropriate for handicapped children for it te* to strengthen
|j
their faculties and qiialities permitting than to overcome ail so'rts of oh-
I
stacles. It creates in them a sense of right jud^ent, appreciation, good
manners, will power, personality, and efficiency in productiveness.
Another important development along this line of work is ttie special I
training for teachers of handicapped children. In this respect, Massachu-
setts is the leading state, having established the finest and most oo Delete
i
orogram of training for teachers of the deaf, blind, cripuled and feeble-
I
j
minded. Prom my own point of view, having been a student in three of these
special training schools, the State of Massachusetts is becoming yearly a
pilgrimage for the education of handicapped to all different parts of the
world.
If people woTild only take time enough to realize the growth of our
I
modem science and Its applications, no one would ever simply pity the ex-
I
i istence of physically and mentally handicapped people. G-reat psychological,
socioj-ogical, philosophical, and religious progress has been directly made
i
I
by those suffering from handicaps and also by those persons who nobly strug-
i,
|. gled to understand and create a normal situation for handicapped people,
which
I
j
Sven our mechanical and electrical inventions/ have been proved to be in-
|
I dispensable assets to our modem civilization are the contribution of men
jj
and women who worked for the benefit of the handicapped; such inventions as;
the telephone, typewriter, audiometer, fifths units, and so forth. Today
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these indentions are more useful to normal individuals than they are to the
physically handicapped.
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III, The Life of the Pupils in the School
Today, the school life of handicapped children is entirely different
from that of two or three decades ago. This is undouhtedl y true "because
of the growth of modem science and child psychology, which paved the way
for intelligent treatment and "better adjustment of such pxipils in schools
and society. Institutions started for the benefit of these children in
Massachusetts, although having an educational purpose in view, were at first
named asylums, and the children who were congregated in them were often
looked down "c^on as the o"bjects of pity and charity. These children were
formerly called "the deaf and dumb and the "blind-mutes." T4day, these in-
stitutions are not chfctttable asylums but schools of learning and training.
These tmfortaaate children are no longer objects of pity and charity, "but
they have the legal right of living and training as weil as any other human
being. Iliey are no longer considered as dumbfand mutes, but are intelligent
personalities worthy of training and are regarded as useful members of soci-
ety,
I can from iqy own experience draw a comparison between handicapped
children of India and the children of the same status in America. I am
forced to compare the American physically handicapped children who are in
schools at present and those unfortunate handicapped children of India todaj
to show the difference in life situations with which they are contending.
Deaf children live In a world of tMr own where no word can be heard; no
mother's talk is understood by them, no playmates shout and no birds sing.
Deaf and dumb children of India grow up fri^tened, strange and isolated.
Blind children are doomed to an everlasting darkehed existence by being
segregated from public eyes. Parents ^o can afford to feed these chilaren
1
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place them in a dark corner of their homes in order that they may not he
looked down upon by members of their community for having such afflicted
children in their families. Such children often are left helplessly and
deliberately exposed on the wayside to suffer. Crippled children on the
other hand, often sit near their homesteads and watch their brothers and
sisters and other children of their own age hopping and jumping by on their
Way to school and home. Some of them are exposed publicly in the market-
places and public thoroughfares to beg for their sustenance. The lamenta-
tions of these handicapped children and their everlasting suffering and
crying for their sustenance are still unheard by the people of India, As
in India, the condition of the deaf, the blind, and cripiDled of America
would have been the same if the American people had not given thought to
their welfare, What a great difference education has brought to the lives
of handicapped people in the United States, The life of these children in
American schools is no longer a gloomy and darkened one, for they are no
longer confined to a comer in the home or in the street, nor are they
h erdid together to be fed and clothed throughout their life# The life of
these children In the schools is now extremely different. They axe not liv4
ing at asyltuas but Institutions of learning and training. They are not con4
fined to institutional life but instead are living in cottages and homes as
normal children. At present, the life of handicapped children is most nor-
mal, hopeful and optimistic. They have every advantage to gain a good educa(
tlon and a better industrial training in preparation for a normal life in
their own community. They have no time to mourn or ponder over their af-
flictions, niese unfort\mate children are no longer regarded as inferior
i
members of their fajailies or communities. They now possess the confidence,
j
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eamestness, and sincerity to study, work, and struggle hard to become honor
able and productive members of society* Educational opportunities opened to
these children do not only serve in preparing them for a future, but they
also have an effect upon their present school life. Such is my impression
of the life of handicapped children in the s chools of Massachusetts.

_IY, National and International Significance
Although some of the finest and outstanding Institutions for the phy-
sically handicapped children in Massachusetts are privately endowed and In-
dependently governed by "board corporation, they favorably cooperate with
state public schools and are recognized as standard institutions of learning
In the State Board of Education of the Massachusetts Legislature* Systematl||B
and popular educational methods eisployed in the State of Massachusetts for
handicapped children have been effectively and admirably adapted to individ-
ual needs and also accepted by almost all such schools all over the United
States. This, othrwise, verifies the fact that the State of Massachusetts
Is yearly becoming the outstanding center of special training for deaf,
blind, crippled and feeble-minded children.
Ihe popularity of the special educational system and program of Massa-
been
chasetts has no boundary line to it. It has/and still is spreading not only
on this side of the Atlantic but also in other cotmtries. Today, the syst^
of special education reaches as far as the Orient, Africa and Australti,
Students come to Massachusetts from almost all parts of the world for this
special education and training and are later employed in their respective
countries.
The liberal and virtuous program of special education in Massachusetts
Is not confined to America but has gained universal popularity and respect.
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Y» Condludlng Remarks
The work done by various schools in behalf of the physically handicappe
children in Massachusetts is, indeed, far advanced and complete in compariscBi
with the work done elsewhere. The author of this paper, however, is aware
of the fact as a result of his personal experiences and various findings,
that the success of these physically handicapped people from an economic
point of view is not as gainful as their education and training should merit
The author feels that there is room for further service and improvement in
order that the physically handicapped might he "better adjusted in this work-
a-day world. Therefore, he wishes to suggest the following points to inprorl'
their condition:
1. An in5)ortant point, if not the most vt-tal factor, is that every edUff
cator, parent and person in whose hands lies the power of controlling and
directing the lives of children in a state or a country, take the responsib-
ility of making the public understand that every handicapped child deserves
and has a right because of his virtue of birth to claim education and train-
ing opportunity for his life's prei)aration. It should also be clearly borne
in mind that whatever normality that they may claim for other children, it
does not necessarily mean that they reqruire no formal training whatsoever.
Normal children have to be nursed, cared for, trained, educated, and taught
to grow step by step, just as the deaf, dumb, blind or crippled children*
2, The author is not in favor of the system of institutionalization of
all handicapped children, for it is liable to produce institutionalized
characters. The function of special education for handicapped children is
primarily to fit them to the work-a-day world. In fact, the pupils who have:
spent twelve to fifteen years of their lifetime in institutions do not be- !
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come well adjxisted to an independent community life. They do not seem to
realize the difference between the institutionalized life and independent
community life. The pupils often appraised as "brilliant by hi^ authorities
of the institutions too often fail to cope with their fellow-^aen because of
very limited practical experience in the outside world* The author, there-
fore, is convinced that, especially in a country like America, educational
opportunity and training facilities should be provided in smaller comEiunltie^
and rural districts in order that daildren might be kept in close contact
with their families and community life, Institcbionalization tends to defeat
efforts in this direction which later results in producing an unadjustabie
individual,
3« Special schools in Massachusetts and in the United States as a whol^
from Tisy observation, are providing the best opportunities and special privi-
leges in professional and vocational training for handicapped children. ThiBj-
!
are housed in decent and very comfortable buildings and are provided with th<i
best kind of food and clothing. The school department is filled with all
kinds of special appliances for the purpose of instruction. The school
buildings, dormitories and cottages, as the case may, are kept clean, neat
and orderly. The children spend about twelve or fifteen years of their life
in such a place, undisturbed by the anxiety of the outside world. They have
rnacy imaginary dreams about the outside world and they believe that they are
going to have a "swell time" in the future. When they really come out with
svii notions and such comfortable feelings, they are mercilessly and hope-
lessly disappointed. The confounding economic industrial society of competi^
tion and graft gives no chance for them. Mechanical inventions today are
turning out so rapidly and in a limited time such large quantities of produc-l
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tioiB that it would take the physically handicapped years to oroduce the
same with their manual labor, Ihus, the industries close their doors in
their faces. The professional world is no better than the occupational
world. What will they do? Just stand on street corners, watch the world gd
by. It is the author's contention that there should be a substantial legis"
latioa for the employment of these trained handicapped people in indoatiial
and professional work. The state should create a place for these unfortu-
ij
nates and there should be a certain per cent of handicapped people employed
i
jj
in various industries, as it is done in Scandinavian countries. Otherwise,
ij it is quite useless and fruitless for society to spend such a large stun of
'j
money and energy for the purpose of educating these people if they are to
be driven out on the street without any definite or substantial scheme of
employment. In fact, the author, however, is not ignorant of the organize^
tions working for placing these people, but these organizations are powerles
\
and it is a cry in the wilderness in the world of unethical competition.
4, There should be greater efforts made to arouse the interest and se-
cure the support of civic and welfare organizations for the education of all
physically handicapped children. There should be more harmonious coopera-
tion and understanding among educators and workers of all physically handi-
capped pedpie la order to accomplish better results. This cooperation shoulJ^
have its beginnings in the community ahd should be properly articulated with
the state, the nation and other countries of the world. This kind of mutual
cooperation and understanding will eventually enrich the program of practidaj^
education and training of handicapped people and thus they may become happy,
useful, productive, independent, and intelligent members of society.
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